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3Board of Regents
President Bruce L . Rastetter BA University of Iowa
President Pro Tem Katie S . Mulholland BA, MA, EdD University of Northern Iowa
Mary Andringa AB Iowa State University
Sherry Bates BA Iowa State University
Patricia Cownie BA University of Iowa
Milt J . Dakovich BS Iowa State University
Larry E . McKibben BA University of Northern Iowa
JD University of Iowa
Dr . Subhash C . Sahai MA University of Northern Iowa
MD University of Iowa
Rachael Johnson Student University of Northern Iowa
Institutional Leadership
President William N . Ruud BS University of North Dakota
MA, PhD University of Nebraska
Provost and Executive 
Vice President
Jim Wohlpart BA, PhD University of Tennessee
MA Colorado State University
Senior Vice President for 
Administration and Financial 
Services
Michael Hager BA University of Northern Iowa
MBA
DBA
University of Dubuque
St . Ambrose University
Vice President of Student 
Affairs
Janice M . Hanish BA, MA, 
PhD
University of Northern Iowa
University of Iowa
Vice President for University 
Advancement
Lisa Baronio BA, BBA University of Iowa
EMBA University of Nebraska-Omaha
Associate Provost for 
Academic Affairs and Dean of 
the Graduate College
Kavita Dhanwada BS University of Illinois – Champaign
PhD Loyola University of Chicago
Associate Provost for Faculty 
Affairs
Nancy Hill Cobb BM Oklahoma Baptist University
MM Michigan State University
DMA University of Oklahoma
4Associate Vice President for 
Enrollment Management
Matthew Kroeger BA
MEd
University of Northern Iowa
Northern Arizona University
Director, University Relations Scott Ketelsen BA 
MA
University of Northern Iowa
University of Nebraska
Chief Information Officer Marty L . Mark BA, MA University of Northern Iowa
Assistant Vice President 
and Executive Director of 
Residence
Glenn P . Gray BS University Wisconsin – Stevens 
Point
MS University of Nebraska – Lincoln
Assistant Vice President, 
Administration and Financial 
Services
Kelly Flege BS Boston College
MBA University of Iowa
Dean, College of Business 
Administration
Leslie Wilson BS Iowa State University
MBA University of Northern Iowa
PhD University of Iowa
Dean, College of Education Victoria Robinson BA, MA, EdD University of Northern Iowa
Dean, College of Humanities, 
Arts and Sciences
John Fritch BA
MA, EdD
University of Nebraska – Lincoln
University of Kansas
Dean, College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences
Brenda L . Bass BA California State University – 
Bakersfield
MS, PhD University of Arizona
Dean, Continuing Education 
and Special Programs
Kent M . Johnson BA, MA, EdD University of Northern Iowa
Dean, Library Christopher Cox BA
MA
MLS
Susqehanna University
University of Connecticut
SUNY at Albany
Associate Professor, Chair of 
the Faculty
C . Scott Peters BA
MA, PhD
Truman State University
University of Kentucky
Professor, Chair of the Faculty 
Senate
Stephen O’Kane BS, MS
PhD
Colorado State University 
Washington University
President of United Faculty Joe Gorton BS, MSW University of Houston
PhD Texas A and M University
Graduate Faculty Chair Melissa Beall BS, MA, PhD University of Nebraska – Lincoln
Student Body President Kathryn Evans Student University of Northern Iowa
5University Honors Program
Graduates wearing gold University Honors medallions are recipients of designations from the 
University Honors Program . The designation of University Honors with Distinction indicates the 
completion of at least thirty credit hours of honors-level course work throughout a student’s 
undergraduate study . The designation of University Honors indicates the completion of at least 
eighteen credit hours of honors-level coursework . Both designations require the completion of 
an undergraduate honors thesis . Students earning honors designations are noted throughout the 
commencement program along with their thesis title . 
Legacy Graduates
The University of Northern Iowa has a long and proud tradition of multi-generational family graduates . 
The Legacy designation (%) in the commencement program signifies that a parent and/or grandparent 
are also UNI graduates . The UNI Alumni Association celebrates this special connection with alma 
mater and welcomes all alumni to submit their legacy information to info@unialum .org . Legacy 
information included in this program was submitted by the graduate . 
Military Science
The following graduates have earned a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army .
Tyler L . Christy  Clear Lake, Iowa
Jacob S . Johnson  Cedar Falls, Iowa
Christopher D . McIntyre  Indianola, Iowa
Dustin C . Smith   Sergeant Bluff, Iowa
Merchant Scholarship
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant are awarded for the purpose of graduate study to 
outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa . The fields of study and the university to be 
attended are shown . 
Sarah Elizabeth Eikenberry  University of Iowa, Carver College of Medicine, Medicine 
Mikayla Jo Freese            University of Iowa, Carver College of Medicine, Pediatrics and Global Medicine
6Lux Service Award
Since 1984 
The University of Northern Iowa Lux Service Award is presented by the Office of the Dean of Students 
annually to undergraduate students who best represent the ideal of service to the university community .
The honor is conferred in the spirit of keeping the light of service to others burning bright at UNI . The name 
of the award, Lux, is from the university’s official seal that features a burning lamp of knowledge and the Latin 
word for light .
Congratulations to the 2016 Lux Service Award Recipients:
Paul Andersen is a public administration major from Ankeny . Paul has served as 
president of the Student Admissions Ambassadors, has held several leadership positions 
within Sigma Phi Epsilon and was vice president of the Northern Iowa Student 
Government twice . He has also been a peer mentor and long-time student employee in 
the Office of Student Financial Aid .
Paul has tried to be a leader who is willing to challenge things and disagree in an 
amicable way . This style has allowed him the ability to challenge the status quo and 
make progress with issues on campus . 
His lasting legacy will be his work instilling a cultural change within the Greek 
community, creating a positive impact on sexual assault prevention and awareness 
among college-aged men . Besides his work with sexual assault education, Paul has been 
an active member in conversations the last two years related to diversity and inclusion 
on UNI’s campus .
 
 
Hansen Breitling is a philosophy major from Ames . At UNI, Hansen was an active 
leader in the Ethnic Student Promoters, Black Student Union, Philosophy Club, Dean’s 
Advisory Committee and the Northern Iowa Student Government .
Before attending college, he thought being a leader was about title, but once here, he 
realized that being a leader is taking the voices of the group and having those voices 
heard . A leader is about lifting up others to improve things for a larger purpose and goal . 
Hansen has taken that positive attitude to his actions this year and has been a voice for 
students and has helped make change on campus, which include renovations to the 
Center for Multicultural Education, changes in reporting bias incidents and the creation of 
a chief diversity officer .
Hansen’s lasting legacy will by the systematic change to improve our campus climate on 
diversity and inclusion for all students .
Joellen Hatchett is a general studies major from Waterloo . Joellen exudes Panther Pride like 
no one else on this campus . She can be seen at every sporting event as part of the Panther 
Pep Crew, as well as taking that spirit on the road to as many athletic events as possible .
Joellen was a part of Connecting Alumni to Students, Cat Crew; she was a Student 
Admissions Ambassador, a peer mentor for Cornerstone and even a host on KULT 
Radio . She has also been a resident assistant and served on the summer orientation staff .
Joellen’s lasting legacy is all of the students at UNI she impacted along the way – 
through her positive approach with her peers, as an RA in the residence halls, in her 
classes and student organizations, and even on the bus as it travels by . 
Her pay-it-forward mentality and willingness to interact with different people across 
campus and the Cedar Valley have created a lasting impact .
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Commencement
May 7, 2016   McLeod Center 10:00 a .m .
William N . Ruud, Ph .D . 
President of the University 
Presiding
 
John Vallentine, Ph .D . 
Professor and Director, School of Music 
Commencement Marshal
PRELUDE CONCERT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ronald Johnson, Ed .D ., 
Professor and Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .University of Northern Iowa Wind Symphony 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Candidates for Degrees
 Candidates from the College of Business Administration  
 Candidates from the College of Education  
 Candidates from the Division of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
 Lux Award Recipients
The Faculty 
 Members of the Faculty 
 The Heads of the Departments
The President’s Party 
 The Commencement Marshal 
 The President  
 Members of the Board of Regents 
 Platform Guests 
 Officers of the University
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jeffrey Brich, M .M ., 
Tenor- Instructor of Music
PRESENTATION OF THE COLORS…………………………………………… . .UNI ROTC Honor Guard
WELCOME…………………… . . .… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President 
 
PRESENTATION OF THE LUX AWARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President 
9AWARD OF HONORS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .James Wohlpart, Ph .D . 
Executive Vice President and Provost
RECOGNITION OF MILITARY PERSONNEL…………………… . . .…William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President 
STUDENT ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Abby Rolinger 
Candidate for Bachelor of Liberal Studies
BOARD OR REGENTS ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dr . Katie S . Mulholland, Ed .D .
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .James Wohlpart, Ph .D . 
Executive Vice President and Provost
CONFERRING OF DEGREES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President
READERS OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES…………………………… . .Nichole Zumbach Harken, M .A . 
 Instructor in Communication Studies 
Christopher Cox, M .L .S . 
Dean of Library services
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are individually named . Your enthusiasm is 
understandable but may interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program . 
REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES………… . .…………………………………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Kathryn Evans 
Northern Iowa Student Government President 2015-2016
ALUMNI INDUCTION………………………………………………………… . . . . .…………Michelle Koller 
Chair of the UNI Alumni Association Board of Directors
CLOSING REMARKS……………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .……William N . Ruud, Ph .D . President 
 
UNI ALMA MATER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .………………………………………………… .… .Adam Brown, B .M .
Senior, Music Education
CLOSING SELECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .University of Northern Iowa Wind Symphony 
RECEPTION: Please join the graduating students and faculty for a reception on the McLeod Eldon 
Miller Plaza immediately following the ceremony . Light refreshments will be served . 
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College of Business Administration
Purple and Old Gold Awards
ACCOUNTING 
Ryan Patrick McMahon 
Algona, IA
BUSINESS TEACHING 
Joseph Blake Scurr 
Grinnell, Iowa
ECONOMICS 
Kevin Joseph McGee 
Cresco, Iowa
FINANCE 
Allison Nicole Waters 
Eagan, Iowa
MANAGEMENT 
Christopher Melvin Pollpeter 
Clinton, Iowa
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 
Clinton Au Jong 
West Des Moines, Iowa
MARKETING 
Abby Lynne Kluesner 
Farley, Iowa
REAL ESTATE 
Alexander James Vlach 
Johnston, Iowa
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas
College of Education
Purple and Old Gold Awards
Continuing Education and Special Programs
Purple and Old Gold Awards
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas
ATHLETIC TRAINING
 Shawna Kay Sieren
Keota, Iowa
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION 
Britney Nicole Bockstahler
Colorado Springs, Colorado
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Sarah Elizabeth Marston
Clinton, Iowa
HEALTH PROMOTION AND 
EDUCATION
Kelsey Marie Ewald
Elk Run Heights, Iowa
BACHELOR OF LIBERAL STUDIES
Abigail Renae Rolinger 
Cedar Falls, Iowa
LEISURE, YOUTH, AND  
HUMAN SERVICES
Katie Jo Garrison
Alta, Iowa
MIDDLE LEVEL EDUCATION
Kristen Marie Orwoll
Dubuque, Iowa
ATHLETICS  
WOMENS BASKETBALL
Stephanie Jean Davison 
Maple Grove, Minnesota
ATHLETICS
WRESTLING 
Blaize Elric Cabell 
Independence, Iowa
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Notes:  ***Summa Cum Laude – top 3%of College
 **Magna Cum Laude – top 4-8%of College
 *Cum Laude – top 9-15%of College
 55 hour minimum at UNI
 
%Legacy 
§Fall 2016
# Summer 2016
College of Business Administration
Undergraduate Candidates
#%Maggi Lee abbas, ba
Economics: Business Economics
Aplington, Iowa
 KeLsey ann aboLt, ba
Management: Business Administration
Donnellson, Iowa
 saud abdrabaLMahd abuaLsaud, ba
Management: Business Administration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 steven terreLL addison, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Kansas City, Missouri
 safa abduLLah h. aL rabie, ba
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KhaLid MutLaq aLbughubar, ba
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 ahMad Mansour aLfaraj, ba
Management: Business Administration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 autuMn jean aLitz, ba
Accounting
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Mason City, Iowa
 hussain ahMed aLjishi, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 CrystaL jo aLLen, ba
Management: Business Administration
Eldridge, Iowa
§saLeh aLMahrous, ba
Accounting
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Mustafa MohaMMed aLMustafa, ba
Management: Business Administration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MohaMMed Matuq aLsitrawi, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Marketing: Global Marketing
Al-Qatif- Al-awamiyah, Saudi Arabia
%hussain awn aLthowiMer, ba
Management: Business Administration
Al-Qatif- Al-awamiyah, Saudi Arabia
 KhaLid tariq aLzaher, ba
Management: Business Administration
Al-Qatif, Saudi Arabia
§hawra MohaMMed aLzayer, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Al-Qatif, Saudi Arabia
 ryan henry aMMann, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Urbandale, Iowa
 dyLan joseph anderson, ba
Management Information Systems
West Des Moines, Iowa
§Morgan Lynn anstoetter, ba
Management: Business Administration
Epworth, Iowa
#stephani atwood, ba
Accounting
Sigourney, Iowa
 
travis baChMan, ba
Management: Business Administration
Marshalltown, Iowa
 tanner jaMes baLdwin, ba
Economics: Applied Economics Analysis
Nashua, Iowa
#janieCe banKs, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Chicago, Illinois
#danieL patriCK barnes, ba
Accounting
De Witt, Iowa
#Leigh andrew barrett, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Morristown, New Jersey
 eriC MiChaeL bauMann, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Whittemore, Iowa
*MitCheLL david beCKMan, ba
Management: Organizational Leadership
Marketing: Sales Management
Economics: Business Economics
Houston, Minnesota
#sLoan dexter beninga, ba
Management Information Systems
Dike, Iowa
 hunter phiLLip bergfeLd, ba
Management: Business Administration
Cascade, Iowa
 jaCob jay berMeL, ba
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
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 stephanie Lauren boardMan, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Winterset, Iowa
%CayLe Marie boatMan, ba
Marketing: Management
Bloomfield, Iowa
 austin joseph bonnstetter, ba
Accounting
Cylinder, Iowa
%LuKe Matthias borMann, ba
Accounting
Johnston, Iowa
 sheLby ann borMann, ba
Management: Business Administration
Clinton, Iowa
#josie tayLor braCKey, ba
Real Estate
Joice, Iowa
 KeLsey Marie braKe, ba
Accounting
Finance: Financial Management
Alta, Iowa
 aLex randaLL brandt, ba
Marketing: Global Marketing
Marshalltown, Iowa
#adaM Kevin branniCK, ba
Marketing: Management
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#tessa Marie bratrud, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Kensett, Iowa
 jordan Curtis bristow, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 erin Marie brown, ba
Management: Business Administration
West Des Moines, Iowa
%jennifer pearL bunCe, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Sumner, Iowa
**eMiLy ann burbaCh, ba
Accounting
Dubuque, Iowa
 diLLon joseph Cady, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Saint Charles, Illinois
 ChunLi Cai, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Shanghai, China
%bethany ann ChaMbers, ba
Finance: Financial Institutions
Cedar rapids, Iowa
 jiaLu Chen, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 jiayi Chen, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 zhan Chen, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 Mary eLizabeth ChiCoine, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Sioux City, Iowa
%jordan riChard Christian, ba
Accounting
Management: Business Administration
Sun Prairie, Wisconsin
 joseph robert Cigrand, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Cascade, Iowa
**Courtney Marie CLarK, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Economics: Business Economics
Fairfax, Iowa
*Maddie Kaye ConLey, ba
Management Information Systems
Spencer, Iowa
#phiLLip ross Cowan, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Ankeny, Iowa
 jonathan MiChaeL CraM, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Ryan, Iowa
 Lauren Marie CrawLey, ba
Management Information Systems
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 jaCob david CrowLey, ba
Management: Business Administration
Technology Management
Nevada, Iowa
 austin jaMes CuveLier, ba
Management: Business Administration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 siwei dai, ba
Accounting
Huangshan, China
 KeLsi jo danner, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Real Estate
Dedham, Iowa
 MarC aLexander davis, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Urbandale, Iowa
 shirui deng, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
*niCoLe Marie denLinger, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Holy Cross, Iowa
#riLey riChard desanti, ba
Economics: Business Economics
Finance: Financial Management
Dubuque, Iowa
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%tayLor Mae diehL, ba
Accounting
Clear Lake, Iowa
#%sarah ann dierCKs, ba
Management: Business Administration
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Denver, Iowa
%zaChary Lane doyLe, ba
Economics: General Economics
Donnellson, Iowa
 sKyLar jaMes eLLerbaCh, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Marketing: Management
Lisbon, Iowa
%zaChary MarK eLLiott, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Osage, Iowa
%joseph riChard erMer, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Marketing: Sales Management
Garner, Iowa
#joseph MiChaeL farreLL, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Johnston, Iowa
%pauL dougLas fienup, ba
Accounting
Marshalltown, Iowa
#henry harrison fisher, ba
Real Estate
Charles City, Iowa
#joseph wiLLiaM fitzpatriCK, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Urbandale, Iowa
 brett thoMas fLynn, ba
Finance: Investments
Hartley, Iowa
#%MiChaeL joseph foLey, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
East Gull Lake, Minnesota
 MiChaeL joseph foLey, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Dubuque, Iowa
#%KyLa Marsheen ford, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Waterloo, Iowa
%*Laura Christine forManeK, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Management Information Systems
Garner, Iowa
 brian wayne friedriChsen, ba
Management: Business Administration
Rock Rapids, Iowa
 jessa rae frye, ba
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Urbandale, Iowa
*saMantha jo gaffney, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 zaChary Lavern gage, ba
Accounting
La Porte City, Iowa
#LaCey gansKe, ba
Accounting
Sumner, Iowa
 Laura gardner, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Mason City, Iowa
 ryan jaCK garvin, ba
Marketing: Management
Management Information Systems
West Union, Iowa
 renjie ge, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 eLizabeth KathLeen geLhaus, ba
Management Information Systems
Coon Rapids, Iowa
*austin Lane goodnight, ba
Marketing: Management
Hudson, Iowa
%Laura eLisabeth greLL, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Waterloo, Iowa
 Christopher jon grether, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Algona, Iowa
#jereMy sCott griMsMan, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Carroll, Iowa
 yawen gu, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 yiteng gu, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Shanghai, China
 Ciara jean gust, ba
Management: Business Administration
Forest City, Iowa
 garrett bradshaw haag, ba
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Exira, Iowa
 jordan Lindsey habinCK, ba
Management: Business Administration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KyLe wiLLiaM haCKMan, ba
Real Estate
Finance: Investments
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
**daKota joe hageMan, ba
Accounting
Decorah, Iowa
*Megan renae hahn, ba
Economics: General Economics
Cedar Falls, Iowa
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%eMiLy eLizabeth haLder, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Finance: Financial Management
Ankeny, Iowa
%MeLanie daneLLe hanCe, ba
Accounting
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Ottumwa, Iowa
 trina haque, ba
Marketing: Global Marketing
Dhaka, Bangladesh
 tyLer jaMes haraLd, ba
Management: Business Administration
Finance: Financial Management
Orange City, Iowa
#Morgan eLizabeth harden, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Tipton, Iowa
#MiKaeLa Kae hausChiLdt, ba
Marketing: Management
Knoxville, Iowa
#brittany La’CheLe hawthorne, ba
Management: Business Administration
Waterloo, Iowa
 jeffrey robert henry, ba
Management Information Systems
Tripoli, Iowa
 LuKe tyLer higgins, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Ankeny, Iowa
 Kara ann hiLL, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Dike, Iowa
 jeffery sCott hinton, ba
Management Information Systems
Bettendorf, Iowa
 weston CLarK hinton, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 eLi thoMas hohbaCh, ba
Finance: Investments
Real Estate
Marcus, Iowa
 jessiCa Lynn hoLCK, ba
Accounting
Finance: Financial Institutions
Real Estate
Ankeny, Iowa
#trent MiChaeL hoover, ba
Management Information Systems
Troy Mills, Iowa
 niChoLas CyriL huber, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Delhi, Iowa
 dyLan tyLer hughes, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Garner, Iowa
 soren reid huLtMan, ba
Real Estate
Finance: Investments
Iowa City, Iowa
 troy Lynn irvin, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
New Hartford, Iowa
 MeLissa Kay janss, ba
Management: Business Administration
Belle Plaine, Iowa
 justin j. jones, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Dubuque, Iowa
 tydeL jones, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 john patriCK KeneaLy, ba
Management Information Systems
Waverly, Iowa
 Christian MiChaeL Kew, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Boone, Iowa
 jordan pauL KitzMann, ba
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Bettendorf, Iowa
 justin robert KLieMan, ba
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#KateLyn denise KLuCas, ba
Accounting
Oskaloosa, Iowa
 peter Marvin Koenig, ba
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#niChoLas jaMes Kostner, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Cary, Illinois
#KeLsey Lynn KruLL, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%CaitLynn ranae Kruse, ba
Marketing: Management
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Altoona, Iowa
%travis john Kuennen, ba
Management: Business Administration
Finance: Financial Management
New Hampton, Iowa
 griffin dean Kuntz, ba
Management Information Systems
Mount Vernon, Iowa
#Megan eLizabeth Kurth, ba
Management: Business Administration
Marion, Iowa
 sharnae t. LaMar, ba
Economics: Applied Economics 
Analysis
Finance: Financial Management
Des Moines, Iowa
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 MitCheLL john LaMos, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Gilbertville, Iowa
 MarK aLbert LangenfeLd ii, ba eduCation
Business Teaching
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Earling, Iowa
 garrett riChard Lappin, ba
Accounting
Finance: Financial Management
Algona, Iowa
%daLey Lou Laveine, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
West Burlington, Iowa
 tanner joseph LawMan, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Somers, Iowa
**Lauren susan LeMert, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Denver, Iowa
 nathan thoMas Lenhart, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Storm Lake, Iowa
 hong Li, ba
Accounting
FuJian, China
 pinyi Li, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 yuanjun Liu, ba
Management Information Systems
Kunming, China
 Kristin Marie LoCK, ba
Management: Business Administration
Lenexa, Kansas
 jonathon riChard LudesCher, ba
Management: Business Administration
Dubuque, Iowa
 ryan dougLas Luehring, ba
Accounting
Gladbrook, Iowa
#benjaMin uKeLo Lueth, ba
Economics: General Economics
Ames, Iowa
 brandon riChard Luppen, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Corwith, Iowa
 KirK MCCLain Mahood, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
La Porte City, Iowa
 adaM joseph MarshaLL, ba
Accounting
Jefferson, Iowa
 MarCy niCoLe MayLand, ba
Accounting
Management: Business Administration
Britt, Iowa
%Kean fay MCburney, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Toddville, Iowa
#zaChary jaMes MCCauLey, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Waterloo, Iowa
%*terry joe MCdanieL, ba
Marketing: Management
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Grinnell, Iowa
 garrett danieL MCderMott, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Epworth, Iowa
%Keaton andrew MCfarLan, ba
Management Information Systems
Urbandale, Iowa
***Kevin joseph MCgee, ba
Economics: Quantitative Tchnqs
Cresco, Iowa
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Determinants of NBA Average 
Annual Attendance by Team
#%abigaiL graCe MCintee, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Waterloo, Iowa
 aLison Marie MCKinnie, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Solon, Iowa
 Cody patriCK MCLees, ba
Management Information Systems
Cascade, Iowa
 doMiniCK joe MCpherson, ba
Finance: Financial Services
Maquoketa, Iowa
 austin jaMes MeeKer, ba
Management: Business Administration
Finance: Financial Management
Epworth, Iowa
 weston Kieth MerriLL, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Spencer, Iowa
 KayLee Mae Merritt, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Dubuque, Iowa
%Lindsey aLise Meyer, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Decorah, Iowa
 ryan patriCK MiLKe, ba
Marketing: Management
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 MeLissa jaiMes MiLLer, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§peter josef MiLLer, ba
Accounting
Muscatine, Iowa
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*travis aLLen MiLLer, ba
Management Information Systems
Creston, Iowa
 jesse john Moe, ba
Economics: Business Economics
Finance: Financial Management
Houston, Minnesota
§Matthew thoMas Moody, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Philosophy
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 jared donaLd MueLLer, ba
Management Information Systems
Epworth, Iowa
 aLeC jaCob MuLvey, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Plainfield, Iowa
 jodi Lynn naber, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Dyersville, Iowa
§benjaMin joseph neaL, ba
Management: Business Administration
Rudd, Iowa
%*LuKe jordan neuhaus, ba
Economics: Business Economics
Accounting
Finance: Financial Management
Amana, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Examining the Renewable 
Energy Consumption-Economic 
Growth Nexus in sub-Saharan African 
Countries
 jereMy austin newMan, ba
Accounting
Clive, Iowa
 justin danieL niday, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Economics: Business Economics
Boone, Iowa
 MitCheL dean nunniKhoven, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Pella, Iowa
 eLizabeth Marie o’Mohundro, ba
Management: Business Administration
Ankeny, Iowa
 Keevin patriCK o’rourKe, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Maquoketa, Iowa
 bLaKe MiChaeL overMohLe, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Storm Lake, Iowa
**eriCa Lynn pabst, ba
Economics: Applied Economics 
Analysis
Grundy Center, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: The Effects of Colonial Origin 
on Economic Growth
**jessiCa Leigh pabst, ba
Economics: Applied Economics 
Analysis
Finance: Investments
Real Estate
Grundy Center, Iowa
 Meishan pan, ba
Accounting
Foshan, China
***Lindsey Marie pedersen, ba
Economics: Applied Economics 
Analysis
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Rolfe, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Dropping in on Dropouts: 
An Analysis of Withdrawals from the 
University of Northern Iowa
 Chad aMos peppMeier, ba
Management: Business Administration
Dubuque, Iowa
#jaCob thoMas petersen, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 trever Lee pfLughaupt, ba
Management Information Systems
Coggon, Iowa
 jordan MiChaeL phiLLips, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Clinton, Iowa
#saMueL anthony phiLLips, ba
Accounting
Glen Ellyn, Illinois
 raCheLLe KayLa piper, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Mason City, Iowa
 jaCKson Keith pLagge, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Orange City, Iowa
**andrew joseph pLate, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Grinnell, Iowa
*Christopher MeLvin poLLpeter, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Clinton, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: The Secondary Interview: 
Ethical Concerns Regarding Social 
Media Scanning in the Commercial 
Hiring Process
 travis joseph potzner, ba
Real Estate
Winterset, Iowa
 brett andrew priCe, ba
Management Information Systems
Keokuk, Iowa
 wes C. priLL, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Pleasantville, Iowa
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 niCoLe KayLene puLs, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Grinnell, Iowa
%Matthew Christian queCK, ba
Finance: Financial Institutions
Real Estate
Sanborn, Iowa
%riLey MiChaeL rausCh, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Finance: Personal Wealth Management
Cascade, Iowa
**Matthew thoMas reitz, ba
Accounting
Denison, Iowa
**tayLor jean renniCh, ba
Marketing: Management
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Pella, Iowa
 brandon Lee riChardson, ba
Accounting
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Christine ann rogers, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Coralville, Iowa
#KeLsey Ke’aLohiLani rogers, ba
Management Information Systems
Lena, Illinois
§Matthew K. roghair, ba
Real Estate
Orange City, Iowa
#tate MiChaeL rohde, ba
Management: Business Administration
Kingsley, Iowa
#%niChoLas parKer ross, ba
Marketing: Management
Altoona, Iowa
§%ChLoe Marin sadLer, ba eduCation
Business Teaching
North Liberty, Iowa
#gage CarL sagert, ba
Management: Business Administration
Center Point, Iowa
 susana saLazar soLano, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Primghar, Iowa
 benjaMin L. saMpiCa, ba
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 sead sarKiC, ba
Management: Business Administration
Marketing: Global Marketing
Velika Kladusa, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
**aMy rose sCheer, ba
Accounting
Independence, Iowa
 brandon sCott sChiLtz, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Livermore, Iowa
 jaMes patriCK sChLiChting, ba
Marketing: Global Marketing
Davenport, Iowa
 MiChaeL jaMes sChMadeKe, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Waterloo, Iowa
 trevor john sChreier, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Manson, Iowa
 KyLe robert sChroeder, ba
Accounting
Dubuque, Iowa
*saMueL thoMas sChuMaCher, ba
Accounting
Marketing: Management
Denver, Iowa
 jonathon jaCob sChwaMMan, ba
Economics: General Economics
Toddville, Iowa
 danieL john sender, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Ossian, Iowa
 MitCheLL wiLLiaM shipMan, ba
Accounting
Wesley, Iowa
#%ana Marie shurtz, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Mason City, Iowa
#raCheL eLizabeth sigMon, ba
Accounting
Finance: Financial Management
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 eriC CharLes siKKeMa, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Clinton, Iowa
 wesLey austin sindt, ba
Real Estate
Reinbeck, Iowa
 andrew brett sMith, ba
Economics: Business Economics
Dickens, Iowa
 ryan anthony sMith, ba
Management Information Systems
De Witt, Iowa
 weston dougLas spedding, ba
Management: Business Administration
Manson, Iowa
#niChoLas steiner, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Manson, Iowa
 niKi steinLage, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
New Hampton, Iowa
 aLex wiLLiaM stepaneK, ba
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 danieLLe eLizabeth stevens, ba
Management: Business Administration
Monticello, Iowa
#CarLy jo stewart, ba
Marketing: Management
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Omaha, Nebraska
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§Matthew doMiniC stewart, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Saint Louis, Missouri
 eLizabeth anne stoKeLy, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Bondurant, Iowa
 andrew MiChaeL stoKer, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Eagan, Minnesota
%Connor sCott stuMberg, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Williamsburg, Iowa
 Chaojun sun, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 jiaqi sun, ba
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Shanghai, China
%*Matthew robert swift, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Marengo, Iowa
 zaChery sCott tannahiLL, ba
Management: Business Administration
Clear Lake, Iowa
 aLexsandria Laura teLios, ba
Real Estate
Waterloo, Iowa
 nathan john tesdaLL, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
%MiChaeL steffen thuL, ba
Management: Business Administration
Marion, Iowa
#jessiCa rose tiMM, ba
Marketing: Management
Iowa Falls, Iowa
%*dustin john toaLe, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Independence, Iowa
 KaroLina angeLiCa trevino, ba
Management: Business Administration
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Carter joseph vaLentine, ba
Marketing: Sales Management
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 tayLor rae van dyK, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Tama, Iowa
 jordan niCoLe veLLinga, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Urbandale, Iowa
#brianna faith vis, ba
Finance: Investments
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#aLexander jaMes vLaCh, ba
Finance: Investments
Real Estate
Johnston, Iowa
 Laura Lee vonderhaar, ba
Management: Business Administration
Guttenberg, Iowa
 Courtney MiCheLLe waLLaCe, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Waverly, Iowa
#%george wiLLiaM waLters, ba
Management: Business Administration
Waterloo, Iowa
 di wang, ba
Accounting
Dongying, China
 youjia wang, ba
Accounting
Chiefeng, China
 niChoLas ryan warner, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Eldridge, Iowa
 andrew saMueL washburn, ba
Management: Business Administration
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 joseph weber, ba
Marketing: Management
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 vaLerie renee weber, ba
Accounting
Jesup, Iowa
***joeL jaMes west, ba
Marketing: Advertising and Digital 
Media
Management Information Systems
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 niChoLas CarL west, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Des Moines, Iowa
 tanner Christian westberg, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Ankeny, Iowa
 tayLor david wheeLer, ba
Marketing: Management
Sumner, Iowa
*tayLor ann wiMMer, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Royal, Iowa
#zaChary aLLen witte, ba
Management: Business Administration
South Amana, Iowa
 ryan viCtor woods, ba
Management: Business Administration
Ankeny, Iowa
 aLex joeLLe worKMan, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Real Estate
Osceola, Iowa
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#guangyao wu, ba
Management: Business Administration
Ames, Iowa
 ruiqi xia, ba
Management: Supply Chain and 
Operations
Tianjin, China
 zhaoting xia, ba
Accounting
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 CongCong xie, ba
Accounting
Shanghai, China
 edwin javaughn young, ba
Economics: Business Economics
Finance: Financial Management
Saint Louis, Missouri
 rui yu, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Shanghai, China
 yun zhan, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Qingdao, China
#wendi zhang, ba
Accounting
Jiamusi, China
 yu zhang, ba
Accounting
China, China
#jing zhao, ba
Accounting
Inner Mongolia, China
 yuan zhu, ba
Accounting
Des Moines, Iowa
**jingying zhuang, ba
Finance: Financial Management
Yuyao, China
 KayLee irene zuMdoMe, ba
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Montrose, Iowa
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 KayLa renae aeiKens, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Spirit Lake, Iowa
%isaaC danieL aLes, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Muscatine, Iowa
 andrea Mary aLexander, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Indianola, Iowa
#Megan j. aLLMandinger, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Marion, Iowa
 tonya sue anderson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Calmar, Iowa
*jordan Leigh arp, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
West Branch, Iowa
§erin Lynn baaCK, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
South Amana, Iowa
§jessiCa rose baKer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Ionia, Iowa
 justin wayne baKer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Kansas City, Kansas
**Lorissa Katherine baKer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Estherville, Iowa
#jessiCa MiCheLLe baLeK, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Manly, Iowa
 greg aLLan baLLenger, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Tipton, Iowa
#jose Catarino barron, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
San Antonio, Texas
#saLina Marie basten, ba
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Edgewood, Iowa
 brandon aLLen bates, ba
Athletic Training
Adel, Iowa
%saMantha eLaine batterson, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Washington, Iowa
%KateLyn avery bauM, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Clive, Iowa
 brandt steven beCKer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Gilbertville, Iowa
§natasha Leanne beCKer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Vinton, Iowa
 aLLyssa ann Marrah beiersChMitt, ba 
eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Fairbank, Iowa
#%MadiLyn ann beLLiLe, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Marshalltown, Iowa
 MoLLie Marie bender, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Long Grove, Iowa
 seth danieL bendixen, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Clarence, Iowa
§graCe eLizabeth ann bentLey, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Durant, Iowa
 aLyssa jo bergfeLd, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Peosta, Iowa
 MiChaeL CLeMens bohL, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Mason City, Iowa
%**jessiCa ann boLdt, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Fairfax, Iowa
 jonathan patriCK bopes, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Maquoketa, Iowa
 eMiLy ann border, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Bettendorf, Iowa
 eLisha jaMes botteLMan, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Waterloo, Iowa
Notes:  ***Summa Cum Laude – top 3%of College
 **Magna Cum Laude – top 4-8%of College
 *Cum Laude – top 9-15%of College
 55 hour minimum at UNI
 
%Legacy
#Summer
§Fall 2016
College of Education
Undergraduate Candidates
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 aLexander jay boyer, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
%MarshaLL david boyer, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Kendra susan bradLey, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Tama, Iowa
 KaitLyn june brees, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Knoxville, Iowa
 MeLanie anne bressLer, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Dubuque, Iowa
 aLLison renee bright, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Galena, Ohio
 eriCK uriah brooMe, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Waverly, Iowa
#zaChary aLexander brown, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Sioux City, Iowa
 danieLLe Leigh brunson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Spanish
Muscatine, Iowa
%brittney susan buCKner, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#trai t. bunCh, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§KathLeen Marie burKe, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Bettendorf, Iowa
 KeLsi rae burnett, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Norwalk, Iowa
**jennifer ashLey buss, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Charles City, Iowa
%autuMn eLizabeth butLer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Waterloo, Iowa
§royCe wiLLiaM byrnes, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Lake Mills, Iowa
 jordyn Marie CahiLL, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Waterloo, Iowa
 Kinsey jane CaLdweLL, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Waverly, Iowa
§MeLissa aLida CaLigiuri, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Oskaloosa, Iowa
 andrew C. CaLLahan, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Maquoketa, Iowa
#quiLynda niCoLe CaMpbeLL, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Waterloo, Iowa
 niCoLe eLizabeth CaqueLin, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Center Point, Iowa
 Kay L. duhrKopf Cervetti, ba eduCation
Health Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
**Maranda ann Chapin, ba
Athletic Training
Titonka, Iowa
 KeLsey Marie ChapMan, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Bettendorf, Iowa
#KarLi rose ChurCh, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Sioux CIty, Iowa
#Kristan niCoLe CLeMent, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Clarinda, Iowa
§ Lexis niCoLe CLinton, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Gilbert, Iowa
 aMber eLizabeth CLoCK, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Johnston, Iowa
 KathLeen anna CoLLier, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Austin, Minnesota
 Cari briane CoLLins, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#shannon KathLeen CoLLins, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Dubuque, Iowa
§Lindsey KathLeen ConLey, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Iowa City, Iowa
#heaven Leigh ConneLLy, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Guttenberg, Iowa
§eLizabeth rose ConnoLLy, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
North Liberty, Iowa
§ashLey eLizabeth Cottier, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Elburn, Illinois
§tayLor jo CouLter, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Council Bluffs, Iowa
#niChoLe Catherine CroCKford, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
The Study of Religion
Mason City, Iowa
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#%tayLor Lunn daLeCKy, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§%Karen Lynn darLing, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Ankeny, Iowa
%wiLLiaM Knapp david, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
***Mariah ruth deinhart, ba
Health and Fitness Promotion and 
Fitness
Mason City, Iowa
 Mariah Leigh deMMer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Farley, Iowa
 MadeLyn niCoLe deuth, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Bettendorf, Iowa
#%CarLie jo dever, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Goose Lake, Iowa
§MitCheL david dieriCKx, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Eldridge, Iowa
 MaCKenzie Kathrine digMan, ba
Athletic Training
Dubuque, Iowa
 rebeCCa Marie dirKs, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Coggon, Iowa
 hayLey Marie dodds, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Newton, Iowa
§eMiLy Kathryn doMeyer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Dubuque, Iowa
%**aLLison graCe dooLey, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Grimes, Iowa
§sara eLizabeth dorton, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Davenport, Iowa
 Connor patriCK doyLe, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KarLee Kae dresen, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Oelwein, Iowa
 KayLee renee drisCoLL, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Preston, Iowa
 Megan arLene drost, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Wall Lake, Iowa
 tabatha ann dunCan, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Dubuque, Iowa
§%aLexander MiChaeL dvoraK, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
West Des Moines, Iowa
 Kirby Lane eagLe, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Iowa City, Iowa
§zoe anne heuer earLeywine, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa
***whitney rose eastMan, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#jasMine MiCheLLe edwards, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Christina rose ehLers, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Bettendorf, Iowa
 eriC edward eiKenberry, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Des Moines, Iowa
#eMiLy niCoLe endeLMan, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Charles City, Iowa
 ryan MarK ernst, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Dubuque, Iowa
 niChoLe Lee evans-hunt, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Toledo, Iowa
#%Mason Larry everMan, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Hampton, Iowa
 graCe anne fenneLLy, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Davenport, Iowa
#CharLes peter fenner, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
East Peoria, Illinois
 hannah renee ferguson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§jaCob aLLen fiedLer, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Remsen, Iowa
§%Miranda eLizabeth fiene, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Ankeny, Iowa
 ruth ann finney, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar rapids, Iowa
 KarLissa Mae firMan, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Nashua, Iowa
 gretChen eLsie fisCher, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Dubuque, Iowa
#KeLsey Marie foster, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Riceville, Iowa
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§%jenna niCoLe franCois, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Des Moines, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: The Impact of Teacher 
Prompting and Questioning on Third 
Grade Students’ Comprehension
§Leah eLizabeth franKLin, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%daKia LaCheLLe frazier, ba
Athletic Training
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§bridgette Kirsten fritz, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Kristen aManda garden, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Charles City, Iowa
 Krista jean garvin, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Urbandale, Iowa
 Kathryn suzanne gettMan, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Cedar Falls, Iowa
**aLexandria Kay gettys, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Harlan, Iowa
#%abby naoMi getz, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
La Porte City, Iowa
 sheLbi Lynn gLasner, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Ottawa, Illinois
 jessiCa s. good, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Saint Charles, Iowa
§MiCheLLe good, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
New Hampton, Iowa
§%aLLison CoLLeen grady, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Davenport, Iowa
§eLizabeth ann grahaM, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Waterloo, Iowa
#jMyChaL L. grau, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Spirit Lake, Iowa
 Christopher MiChaeL greazeL, ba
Athletic Training
Solon, Iowa
*eLise Marie gregg, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Wever, Iowa
#%brianna Mae gute, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#saMantha jaCqueLyn habinCK, ba
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#roseLyn ann hanCoCK, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Dubuque, Iowa
 baiLey Marie hanson, ba
Athletic Training
Canton, Minnesota
%sarah Catherine hanson, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
West Des Moines, Iowa
 Cory sCott haraLson, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Ames, Iowa
 Lindsey Marie harbaugh, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Farley, Iowa
§paige niChoLe hardMan, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Muscatine, Iowa
%erin jean harMs, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 justin wayne harre, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Ankeny, Iowa
§%eMiLy ann haveLKa, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Marshalltown, Iowa
 KaLey ann heffern, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Harpers Ferry, Iowa
 eriKa Maribeth heider, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Humboldt, Iowa
§niCoLe ann heinriChs, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Webster City, Iowa
§rebeCCa ashLey heMann, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Nevada, Iowa
#bryan Matthew hengesteg, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Lake Mills, Iowa
§Courtney jo ann hengesteg, ba
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Northwood, Iowa
 Megan MiCheLLe hepKer, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Benton Harbor, Michigan
#abigaiL rose heroLd, ba
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Urbandale, Iowa
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 Matthew LawrenCe hiLdebrand, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
*sarah Lynn hiLL, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Shellsburg, Iowa
#aLyssa jan hoeKstra, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 CarLee LeCLaire hoerner, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Eldridge, Iowa
 KaitLin aLyCe hogeLuCht, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
New Hartford, Iowa
#Katie CoLLeen hoLdgrafer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Webster City, Iowa
§rebeCCa niCoLe hoLzriChter, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Sioux City, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Proportional Reasoning in 
Middle Level Mathematics Textbooks
 MaLLory ann horner, ba
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Clinton, Iowa
%benjaMin jaMes huber, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Hudson, Iowa
%erin Marie LaKe huLtMan, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Omaha, Nebraska
 tara Lynne hyett, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Aledo, Illinois
§annie MiCheLLe iossi, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Davenport, Iowa
§Cassidy storM jaCKson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Waukee, Iowa
 jaMes Leander jaCKson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Davenport, Iowa
§eLLen Marie jeLinsKe, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Eldridge, Iowa
%raCheL Louise jensen, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Audubon, Iowa
 pauL david jesperson, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Merrill, Wisconsin
 jaCob steven jaMes johnson, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Wasilla, Alaska
 abbey eLizabeth johnston, ba
Athletic Training
Sioux City, Iowa
#bLair ann jones, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Ankeny, Iowa
 devon jones, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Rock Island, Illinois
 nathan arLo jones, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Clutier, Iowa
 ross ian hunn jung, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Parkersburg, Iowa
§Kari Lynn KahL, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Everly, Iowa
#Courtney sue KaLb, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§eMiLy suzanne Kash, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Colo, Iowa
§zaChery thoMas KaufMan, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 dion duane KeasLing, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Fort Madison, Iowa
 Kirby Christopher Keiser, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Mason City, Iowa
 ryan david KeLLey, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Burlington, Iowa
 KaitLyn eLizabeth KeLLy, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Mount Pleasant, Iowa
**sarah Catherine KeMp, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Ames, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Concussions in Female 
Collegiate Diving: An Exploratory 
Study
 austin paLs KessLer, ba
Athletic Training
Clear Lake, Iowa
#destiny paige KessLer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Dubuque, Iowa
%*addison paige KiCKbush, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Reinbeck, Iowa
 MarCus sCott Kirstein, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Ankeny, Iowa
§aMber Lynn Cynthia Kisner, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Manly, Iowa
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 Courtney Marie KLeese, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Washington, Iowa
#Kory Matthew KLingMan, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Nashua, Iowa
 Levi edward KLopping, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Garrison, Iowa
%david wiLLiaM Knapp, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 paige aLLison KnodLe, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Byron, Illinois
 jordan Marie KnoLL, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Coal Valley, Illinois
§jessiCa Marie Konz, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Hospers, Iowa
**aLLison Marie Kroeger, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
West Des Moines, Iowa
%randi jo KruLL, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Waterloo, Iowa
 tiffany zara Kuhn, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
La Porte City, Iowa
#Katherine aLyCe Kustra, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Carroll, Iowa
§Marissa niCoLe Lahr, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Hopkinton, Iowa
§daKota brianne LaMoniCa, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Lone Tree, Iowa
#briana Lynn LandstroM, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Morgan ann Leider, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Mason City, Iowa
**Maegen aLLyn Lentz, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 joseph d. LiCKness, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Hudson, Iowa
 hannah eLise Lister, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Amana, Iowa
**Karissa anne LoCKhart, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 KaLi ann Lovgren, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Belmond, Iowa
 Lauren MiCheLLe Low, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Norwalk, Iowa
#%ashLey june LudeMann, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Nashua, Iowa
 KyLe riChard Lux, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Toledo, Iowa
§KeLsey niCoLe Lyons, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Davenport, Iowa
 rebeCCa Marie MaLLon, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Davenport, Iowa
#juan joeL Marin, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#heather joy Marion, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Washburn, Iowa
 sebeLia deMar MarKLe, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Ventura, Iowa
***raCheL ann Martens, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Belmond, Iowa
 MoLLy eLizabeth Martin, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Waterloo, Iowa
 jory Christopher Marvin, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Charles City, Iowa
§jennifer Marie Mason, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Waverly, Iowa
 CaLLie sue Matthews, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Nashua, Iowa
%Kara ann MauK, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Des Moines, Iowa
 travis jo MCbride, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KeLLi jo MCCarthy, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Waterloo, Iowa
 ryan Lee MCCarthy, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Forest City, Iowa
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*graCe CaroLyn MCCoMbs, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
North English, Iowa
 tyeria Mari MCgregor, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Des Moines, Iowa
 Meghan patriCia MChugh, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Davenport, Iowa
*sarah Lyon MChugh, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities
Vernon Hills, Illinois
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: A Healthy Herd: Addressing the 
Justifications for Vaccine Denial and 
Applying the Health Belief Model to 
the Current Anti-vaccination Movement
§eriCa Lynn Meendering, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Spencer, Iowa
 sheLby Lynn Mefferd, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Palmer, Iowa
%hannah Marie MesCh, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Traer, Iowa
§brianna Lynn Meyer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Marshalltown, Iowa
 jereMy peter Mghenyi, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Rochester, Minnesota
 andrea jo ann MiLLer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Red Oak, Iowa
 sheLby rae MiLLer, ba
Health Promotion: Science Internsive- 
Environmental Health
Le Mars, Iowa
§%Mattie jo MisfeLdt, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Council Bluffs, Iowa
§Logan warren Moe, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Johnston, Iowa
 austin andrew Moore, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
West Des Moines, Iowa
%tyLer MiChaeL Morrison, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Manchester, Iowa
 CaitLin rebeCCa Muir, ba
Athletic Training
Jackson, Minnesota
***erin sue MuLder, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Allison, Iowa
#briana niCoLe MuLLins, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Des Moines, Iowa
§Kristin oLivia Mundy, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Davenport, Iowa
#CaLLi Maria Murray, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Iowa Falls, Iowa
§aMy eLizabeth nading, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Oelwein, Iowa
 bLaKe danieL nettLeton, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Sioux City, Iowa
*MiCheLLe sandra neuwirth, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Marion, Iowa
#%faith eLizabeth neuwohner, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Health Promotion: Women’s Health
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
%tayLer Mae nevenhoven, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Aplington, Iowa
%MeLanie sue nissen, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Durant, Iowa
§eLizabeth Lauren noser, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Iowa City, Iowa
#brandi Lynn novotny, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Spillville, Iowa
§%MCKenzie ann o’Connor, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Dike, Iowa
 CheLsea rae oesterLing, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Waterloo, Iowa
 tyLer MiChaeL ohL, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Marion, Iowa
 brett jaCob oKLand, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Saint Ansgar, Iowa
 jeKow dieng oLieny, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Maiwut, Sudan
***stephanie Marie oLK, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Clear Lake, Iowa
#Madison Maureen oLson, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Conrad, Iowa
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§saMantha jaye oLson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Olathe, Kansas
%Kristen Marie orwoLL, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Dubuque, Iowa
§tayLor Lauren ostrowsKi, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Carol Stream, Illinois
 ryan CLair o’tooL, ba
Athletic Training
Mason City, Iowa
#tyLer jaMes owen, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 eMMa jeanne owenson, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Runnells, Iowa
 Megan susan ozuniga, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar falls, Iowa
%*brooKe ashLynn parrish, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
LeGrand, Iowa
#raCheL ann patterson, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%haLey ann payne, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Alta, Iowa
§raqueL jo pejChL, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Monticello, Iowa
%ethan aLLan peLton, ba
Health Promotion: Science Intensive- 
Environmental Health
Jesup, Iowa
 Korryna arLene peters, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 sara ann petersen, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 KayLa CLare peterson, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities
Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota
§raCheL Marie peth, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Waverly, Iowa
 LesLie Marie peyton, ba
Athletic Training
Urbandale, Iowa
§eMiLy Catherine pitLiCK, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Iowa City, Iowa
 Kristin Marie pLoeger, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Denison, Iowa
#phiLip henry poeLL, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Davenport, Iowa
 sara Marie poeppe, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Algona, Iowa
%eMiLy Marie priLipp, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Algona, Iowa
§Lyndsey renee pritChard, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Norwalk, Iowa
#%taryn prohasKa, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Garner, Iowa
**sarah ann pudenz, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Carroll, Iowa
%KeLsey Lynn puffett, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Manchester, Iowa
#ashLey Lynn pugh, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Fayette, Iowa
#joshua Lewis purMan, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Walford, Iowa
#MiChaeL thoMas quint, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Manchester, Iowa
#%eriKa jean quistorff, ba
Health Promotion: Science Intensive- 
Environmental Health
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities
Janesville, Iowa
§tayLor ann reed, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Grinnell, Iowa
 Cara Kaye reiLLy, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Marion, Iowa
#%MiChaeL joseph reiter, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cascade, Iowa
 aLesha M. rettenMeier, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§%abigaiL Lynn rhoMberg, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Dubuque, Iowa
*haiLey beth rhuM, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Mount Pleasant, Iowa
 rebeCCa eLizabeth riaL, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Ames, Iowa
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 feLiCia ann rider, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#weston patriCK riesseLMan, ba
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#MCKenzi Marie ritter, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Sully, Iowa
 raCheL viCtoria roCha, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 saMueL dyLan rohr, ba
Movement and Exercise Science:  
Sport Psychology
Brookfield, Wisconsin
§aiMee renee roLffs, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Lynnville, Iowa
§hiLary Kathryn ronnfeLdt, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Williams, Iowa
%KyLe rosaCKer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science:  
Sport Psychology
Forest City, Iowa
§jessiCa joy rowan, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§Kirstin eLise royer, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Ottumwa, Iowa
 joshua riChard rundaLL, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§%sarah joy rutt, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Spencer, Iowa
§jessie Lea sandMann, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Johnston, Iowa
 aMber MiCheLLe sanKey, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Garner, Iowa
 KayLa Marie sanKey, ba
Health Promotion: Global Health and 
Health Disparities
Ames, Iowa
#sheLby j. sChaefers, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Guttenberg, Iowa
#niCoLe Marie sChaLL, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Hampton, Iowa
§britney Leigh sChindLer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Dyersville, Iowa
 KyLie ann sChLeMMe, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cascade, Iowa
%tiMothy jaMes sChLorhoLtz, ba
Athletic Training
Roland, Iowa
§austin wiLLiaM sChMidt, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 eriCa anne sChMinKe, ba
Athletic Training
Newhall, Iowa
 MarLee jene sChMinKe, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Belle Plaine, Iowa
 aMber Marie sChMitt, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Ankeny, Iowa
§joshua Christopher sChoon, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%sarah eLisabeth sChoon, ba
Athletic Training
Goose Lake, Iowa
#aLexis ann sChoonMaKer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 niChoLas pauL sChroeder, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Grimes, Iowa
 Katherine Marie sChuLz, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 jessiCa Lynn sChwarz, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Des Moines, Iowa
%*MaCKenzie irish seCKMan, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 raCheL ann sedLaCeK, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§sheLby ja seibert, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Norwalk, Iowa
§Megan niCoLe seyMour, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Norwalk, Iowa
 Kristyne eLizabeth sharp, ba
Athletic Training
Alleman, Iowa
#Moriah anne sherMan, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Charles City, Iowa
%***shawna Kay sieren, ba
Athletic Training
Keota, Iowa
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*eLizabeth anne siLbernageL, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Fargo, North Dakota
University Honors
Thesis: Investigating the Linguistic 
Identity Development of Dual 
Language Learners
*nataLie Marie sinnweLL, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Nashua, Iowa
 haLey Marie sKeMp, ba
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
North Liberty, Iowa
#Megan Marie sKiLes, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Dubuque, Iowa
#%Chad MiChaeL sMith, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Hudson, Iowa
§%MoLLy jean sMith, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Cedar Falls, Iowa
*eMiLy jane sniegowsKi, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Iowa City, Iowa
#aMber roCheLLe sorenson, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Caledonia, Minnesota
#KiMberLy Marie souKup, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Grimes, Iowa
 tyLer nathan speed, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Nevada, Iowa
§ashLey Marie spiCer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#Lindsay jo steCher, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Durant, Iowa
 aLexandria Lynn steinMan, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Algona, Iowa
%sarah joan stephany, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Clear Lake, Iowa
#eMiLie jo stirLing, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Nashua, Iowa
%CoLin LesLie strabaLa, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Nashua, Iowa
 brittney Morgan swaLve, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Camanche, Iowa
 abby Marie swanK, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Rockwell City, Iowa
*saMantha Marie swanson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Le Claire, Iowa
#taryn joyCe tarpy, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Independence, Iowa
%stephanie ruth tauber, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Kansas City, Missouri
 saMantha Lee tetMeyer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§abby eLizabeth threLKeLd, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Washington, Iowa
§aLyssa Kay tigges, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Adel, Iowa
§tayLor ann tiMp, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Anamosa, Iowa
§%Christina Kay toLLefson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§sarah niCoLe turner, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Ankeny, Iowa
 raCheLLe tayLor tweed, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Underwood, Iowa
 aLexandra ann upah, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Belle Plaine, Iowa
§KateLyn Marie urbain, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Peosta, Iowa
 Mary K. van horn, ba
Athletic Training
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#niCoLe Marie Lohaus van otterLoo, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Le Mars, Iowa
 MiKayLa Kathryn vanden berg, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Albia, Iowa
%tayLor jean vasKe, ba
Athletic Training
Marshalltown, Iowa
*Laura Lee vaughn, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Glidden, Iowa
 Kurtis aLan vavriCeK, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Anamosa, Iowa
#tayLor Lea venhorst, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Bettendorf, Iowa
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§Marin eLizabeth verhuLst, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Dike, Iowa
§KeLLi ann voLLMer, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Bloomfield, Iowa
#KoLe andrew vondraK, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 ryan jay vos, ba
Elementary Education
Estherville, Iowa
 phiLLip david vseteCKa, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Lawler, Iowa
#esther vuong, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
West Des Moines, Iowa
*raChaeL joy waLCK, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Urbandale, Iowa
 stefanie Lynn waLKer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Waterloo, Iowa
 jaMie Lee waLLer, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Marion, Iowa
 jordan CharLes webb, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Burlington, Iowa
#KarLee Lynn webb, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Naperville, Illinois
§%tayLor Katherine webb, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Manly, Iowa
 danieL jaMes wedge, ba
Athletic Training
Geneva, Illinois
%tayLor eLizabeth weLden, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Norwalk, Iowa
§anna M. wessLing, ba eduCation
Early Childhood Education
Davenport, Iowa
 thoMas john wheeLer, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Waverly, Iowa
§%KeLsey niCoLe whitford, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Mount Vernon, Iowa
 hannah niCoLe wiLKerson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Middle Level Education Dual Major
Long Grove, Iowa
 angeLa sue wiLLey, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Waverly, Iowa
#austin ray wiLLiaMs, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Solon, Iowa
 eLizabeth ann wiLson, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#%hannah Lee wiLson, ba
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
La Porte City, Iowa
§nataLie Kay winKates, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Saint Charles, Illinois
 jordan sirois winter, ba
Health Promotion: Health and Fitness 
Promotion
Iowa City, Iowa
#KateLyn Kristine witt, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Waukesha, Wisconsin
 CaitLin Marie wneK, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Amana, Iowa
#gunnar jaMes woLfensperger, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: Sport 
Psychology
Waterloo, Iowa
 aLLison CaroL woLfgraM, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Webster City, Iowa
 tiffani Lee wood, ba
Athletic Training
Fort Dodge, Iowa
<§daLton wayne wrage, ba
Elementary Education
Grundy Center, Iowa
**baiLey jo wright, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Dunkerton, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: How Inclusion is Defined 
and Implemented in Elementary 
Classrooms
 tayLor MontgoMery wurth, ba eduCation
Physical Education
Le Mars, Iowa
%***rebeCCa anne young, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Early Childhood Education
Eldora, Iowa
#juLian ysquierdo, ba
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
Sioux City, Iowa
§%Carey Lyn zwasChKa, ba eduCation
Elementary Education
Pleasant Hill, Iowa
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 brittany jean anderson, bLs
Liberal Studies
Fairfield, Iowa
 patriCK danieL barry, bLs
Liberal Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
%tayLer Lynn benson, ba
General Studies
Logan, Iowa
 raCheL Leigh benton, bLs
Liberal Studies
Center Point, Iowa
 Carter anthony burMester, ba
General Studies
Grundy Center, Iowa
 CLay andrew burMester, bLs
Liberal Studies
Grundy Center, Iowa
 tyLer thoMas Carson, ba
General Studies
Wilton, Iowa
 bradLey john Chavarria, ba
General Studies
Muscatine, Iowa
 MaLLorie Marie CountryMan, ba
General Studies
Anamosa, Iowa
%***Krista Marie dreyer, bLs
Liberal Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
 Kassandra Channing earLs, bLs
Liberal Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
§juLie anne eMbring, ba
Individual Studies
Waverly, Iowa
#eriCa Catherine gerKen, ba
General Studies
Independence, Iowa
#jason dean gouLden, ba
General Studies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%joeLLen whitehead hatChett, ba
General Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
%Lauren CoLe higgins, bLs
Liberal Studies
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 john MiChaeL jarMan, bLs
Liberal Studies
Longwood, Florida
%Kristen Lee LawLer, bLs
Liberal Studies
Altoona, Iowa
 Cassandra Lynn LeMar, ba
Individual Studies
West Des Moines, Iowa
 ChLoe Marise MCdonagh, bLs
Liberal Studies
Peosta, Iowa
 jaCob nathanieL Morrison, bLs
Liberal Studies
Muscatine, Iowa
 Morgan Leah Myer, bLs
Liberal Studies
Fort Dodge, Iowa
#%Kara owens, bLs
Liberal Studies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 tyLer neiL patten, bLs
Liberal Studies
Stratford, Iowa
#danieL sChupp petuLLo, bLs
Liberal Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
 brandy dawn pregon, ba
General Studies
Packwood, Iowa
#tiffany a. quaas, bLs
Liberal Studies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%*abigaiL renae roLinger, bLs
Liberal Studies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 zoey renee saLisbury, bLs
Liberal Studies
Iowa City, Iowa
%Kathryn ann saLMon, ba
General Studies
Mason City, Iowa
 taMMerLane rowena sChnoCK, bLs
Liberal Studies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 sCott jonathan sChuLz, bLs
Liberal Studies
Saint Joseph, Michigan
 eriCa t. sChwartz, bLs
Liberal Studies
Fairfax, Iowa
Notes:  ***Summa Cum Laude – top 3%of College
 **Magna Cum Laude – top 4-8%of College
 *Cum Laude – top 9-15%of College
 55 hour minimum at UNI
 
%Legacy
#Summer
§Fall 2016
Continuing Education and Special Programs
Undergraduate Candidates
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 ian thoMas shiLhaneK, bLs
Liberal Studies
Ottumwa, Iowa
 Mendoor LaMont sMith, bLs
Liberal Studies
Ankeny, Iowa
*bryCe noLan swanson, ba
General Studies
Buffalo, Iowa
jaCob tyLer swesey, bLs
Liberal Studies
Johnston, Iowa
 sarah raCheL tuhy, bLs
Liberal Studies
Saint Louis, Missouri
 Morgan iLene way, bLs
Liberal Studies
Hudson, Iowa
 regina Kay weeKLey, bLs
Liberal Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
 bryant deshon wright, ba
Individual Studies
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Conner joe zey, ba
General Studies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
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University of Northern Iowa
Commencement
May 7, 2016   McLeod Center 2:00 p .m .
William N . Ruud, Ph .D .
President of the University
Presiding
John Vallentine, Ph .D .
Professor and Director, School of Music
Commencement Marshal
PRELUDE CONCERT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ronald Johnson, Ed .D . 
Professor and Conductor
PROCESSIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .University of Northern Iowa Wind Symphony 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Candidates for Degrees 
 Candidates from the College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences 
 Candidates from the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
 Lux Award Recipient
The Faculty 
 Members of the Faculty 
 The Heads of the Departments
The President’s Party
 The Commencement Marshal 
 The President 
 Members of the Board of Regents 
 Platform Guests 
 Officers of the University
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jeffrey Brich, M .M ., 
Tenor- Instructor of Music
PRESENTATION OF THE COLORS………………………………………… .… .UNI ROTC Honor Guard
WELCOME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .………………………………… .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President 
 
PRESENTATION OF THE LUX AWARD . .…………………………… .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President
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AWARD OF HONORS……………… .………………………………………… . . . . . .James Wohlpart, Ph .D . 
Executive Vice President and Provost
RECOGNITION OF MILITARY PERSONNEL……………………… . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President
STUDENT ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hansen Breitling 
Candidate for Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy
BOARD OR REGENTS ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dr . Katie S . Mulholland, Ed .D . 
 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES………………………………………… . . . . . . . . .James Wohlpart, Ph .D . 
Executive Vice President and Provost
CONFERRING OF DEGREES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President
READERS OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES…………………………… . . . . . .…Gretta Berghammer, M .F .A . 
Professor of Theatre 
Deirdre A . Heistad, Ph .D . 
Director and Associate Professor, Undergraduate Studies
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are individually named . Your enthusiasm is 
understandable but may interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program . 
REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES………… . .…………………………………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Kathryn Evans 
Northern Iowa Student Government President 2015-2016
ALUMNI INDUCTION…………………………………………………………………… . . . . .Michelle Koller 
Chair of the UNI Alumni Association Board of Directors
CLOSING REMARKS……………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .……William N . Ruud, Ph .D . President 
UNI ALMA MATER…………………………………………………………………… . . .Adam Brown, B .M . 
Senior, Music Education
CLOSING SELECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .University of Northern Iowa Wind Symphony 
RECEPTION: Please join the graduating students and faculty for a reception on the McLeod Eldon 
Miller Plaza immediately following the ceremony . Light refreshments will be served .
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College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences
Purple and Old Gold Awards
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas
ART 
Rachael Victoria Bair 
Hudson, Iowa
BIOLOGY 
Celeste Marie Underriner 
Saint Ansgar, Iowa
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
Caitlin Leah Knoedel 
Solon, Iowa
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND 
DISORDERS 
Michele Morgan Dacy 
Waterloo, Iowa 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Andrew John Sladky 
Burlington, Iowa
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Jonathan Ross Schlicht 
Cedar Falls, Iowa
EARTH SCIENCE/GEOLOGY 
Robert Joseph Spielbauer 
Volga, Iowa
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
Luke Justin Palandech 
Marion, Iowa
ENGLISH 
Jessica Lynn Walker 
Ames, Iowa
MUSIC 
Alyssa Anne Adamec 
Coralville, Iowa
MUSIC 
Alexandra Nicole Dunlay 
Mason City, Iowa
PHILOSOPHY 
Hansen Garlington Brietlin 
Ames, Iowa
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Abigail Jen Kreun 
Hull, Iowa
SPANISH 
Walter Ernesto Abrego Barientos 
Denison, Iowa
THEATRE 
Thaddeus Grover Klenske 
Cedar Falls, Iowa
TESOL/ MODERN LANGUAGE 
RaeAnne Katherine Caldwell 
Silvis, Iowa
TESOL/ ENGLIGH DEPT 
Emily Anna Piburn 
Independence, Iowa
TECHNOLOGY 
Aaron Timothy Baughman 
Denison, Iowa
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Conspicuous Achievement in Particular Areas
ART 
Dana Renee Potter 
Okoboji, Iowa
FORENSICS 
Anthony Christopher Peavy 
Bondurant, Iowa
JOURNALISM 
Drew Daniel Curtis 
Oelwin, Iowa
MATHEMATICS 
Lindsey Marie Pedersen 
Rolfe, Iowa
MUSIC 
Leia Mae Lensing 
Solon, Iowa
PERFORMANCE STUDIES 
Katie Marie Grassi 
Anamosa, Iowa
PHYSICS 
Cassara Jolleen Higgin 
Cedar Falls, Iowa
THEATRE  
Cory Stewart Skold 
Marion, Iowa
THE STUDY OF RELIGION 
Benjamin Allen Quint 
Clinton, Iowa
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ANTHROPOLOGY 
Caitlin Mary Kelly 
Mediapolis, Iowa
CRIMINOLOGY 
Tatiana Marie Rice 
Trempealeau, Wisconsin
GEOGRAPHY 
Grant R. Helle 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
GLOBAL STUDIES 
Tucker Addison Olson 
Estherville, IA 
HISTORY 
John Grant Szymanek 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Autumn Aynn Reeder 
Manchester, Iowa
PSYCHOLOGY 
Marissa Ann Quint 
Manchester, Iowa
SCHOOL OF APPLIED HUMAN SCIENCES 
Charlotte Ann Johnson 
Marshalltown, Iowa
SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
Mollie Sue Ullestad 
Jewell, Iowa
SOCIAL WORK 
Marie Anne Nielsen 
Lake Mills, Iowa
SOCIOLOGY 
Hannah Elizabeth Horsch 
Waukee, Iowa
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Purple and Old Gold Awards
Presented to Bachelor Degree Candidates for Meritorious Scholarship in Particular Areas
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Notes:  ***Summa Cum Laude – top 3%of College
 **Magna Cum Laude – top 4-8%of College
 *Cum Laude – top 9-15%of College
 55 hour minimum at UNI
%Legacy
#Summer
§Fall 2016
College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences
Undergraduate Candidates
 sydney eiLeen aarhus, ba
Chemistry - Marketing
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#%danieLLe joLane abernathy, ba
Biology
Fayette, Iowa
 waLter ernesto abrego barientos, ba
Communication
Spanish
San Juan Opico, El Salvador
**aLyssa anne adaMeC, ba
Communication Disorders
Coralville, Iowa
**aLyssa anne adaMeC, bM
Music Performance: Instrumental
Coralville, Iowa
 hashMya aLawi aL sharafa, ba
Communicative Disorders
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 ashLey Marie aLbright, ba
Biology
Coralville, Iowa
 KeLLi viCtoria aLexander, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Majed torKi aL-harthi, ba
Communication Disorders
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
 justin daLe aLLen, bfa
Art: Studio BFA
Fredericksburg, Iowa
 
Mustafa hussain aLMitib, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 saif taMiM aLMutairi, ba
Computer Science
Al Qassim, Saudi Arabia
 ahMed abduLLah aLradhi, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 bandar abduLLah aLsabt, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
 faisaL abduLLah aLsabt, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
 MohaMMed aLshaKhuri, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 aLi abdaLLah aLyaMi, ba
Computer Science
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
 eMiLy niCoLe aMent, ba
Biology
Solon, Iowa
**Courtney eLLen aMundson, ba
Communication Disorders
Beaman, Iowa
%*ryan MiChaeL andersen, bs eduCation
Technology and Engineering 
Education-Teaching
Marion, Iowa
 rebeCCa Marie andrea, ba
English
Milford, Iowa
 
aLex jaMes andrews, ba
Communication
Glen Ellyn, Illinois
**ashLey diane arMantrout, ba
Biology-Honors Research
Pre-Prof: Medicine
Altoona, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: The Effects of CD73 
Suppression on TGFβ-mediated 
Migration and Invasion of Endometrial 
Cancer Cells
 zaChary john atha, ba
Theatre: Drama and Theatre Youth
Oskaloosa, Iowa
§eMiLy eLizabeth baChMeier, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Austin, Minnesota
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Tessellations: An Artistic and 
Mathematical Look at the Work of 
Maurits Cornelis Escher
 aLLison Layne bair, ba
Communication
Marion, Iowa
#raChaeL viCtoria bair, ba
Graphic Technologies
Graphic Design
Hudson, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Branding the UNI Wellness/
Recreation Center: Creating a Cohesive 
Cross-Media Collegiate Recreation 
Campaign
 tenzing bajraCharya, ba
Computer Science
Kathmandu, Nepal
%*sarah rose baKer, bM
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Ames, Iowa
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 phiLLip Kraig baLdwin, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Tripoli, Iowa
#CoLton sCott baLvanz, ba
Computer Science
Eldora, Iowa
 brooKe Marie banowetz, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Bellevue, Iowa
 anna Katherine bates, ba
English
Spencer, Iowa
***venanCio vitor batista-pedro, ba
English
Waverly, Iowa
**KeLsey ann baughMan, ba
Communication Disorders
Ames, Iowa
#Carissa patriCe beCKer, ba
Communicative Disorders
Waterloo, Iowa
§Madison May beeLer, ba eduCation
Earth Science
East Peru, Iowa
 MadeLine MiCheLLe beets, ba
Communicative Disorders
Clear Lake, Iowa
 thoMas pauL benjaMin, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Fort Dodge, Iowa
 brianna roCheLLe bennett, ba
Communication
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
***Katheryn resop benway, ba eduCation
English
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
 haLLie Marie berg, ba
Communication
Ankeny, Iowa
 sierra LaMport besChorner, ba
Biology
Spencer, Iowa
#Mary besLer, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Iowa City, Iowa
 Logan pauL bieghLer, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Altoona, Iowa
 dyLan CharLes bierMan, ba
Biology
Decorah, Iowa
 KaLLista eLayne bLanChard, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
 aLLison niCoLe bLaser, ba
Communication
Peosta, Iowa
 tayLor sCott bLueMeL, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Kalona, Iowa
 jaCqueLine Marie bohL, ba
Biology
Mason City, Iowa
#Laura Mary bohnKer, ba
Biology
Denison, Iowa
%Mary hannah boisjoLie, ba
Communication Disorders
Algona, Iowa
 Keegan david bosCh, ba
English
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Chimera: A Multigenre 
Exploration of the Postmodern “Self”
 CoLe danieL boudreau, bs
Computer Science
Davenport, Iowa
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Motion Virtual Manipulatives in 
the Elementary Math Classroom
 niChoLas j. bousKa, bs
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Metal Casting
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Manufacturing Design
Hazleton, Iowa
*CLaire niCoLe bowLing, ba
English
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%*Maygen niCoLe braCe, ba
Technology Management
Janesville, Iowa
 avary d’rae bradford, ba
Communication
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Studying Abroad as a 
Graduation Requirement 
***dereK thoMas bradLey, ba
Biology
Iowa Falls, Iowa
 sara eLizabeth bradLey, ba
Communication Disorders
Burlington Iowa, Iowa
%jayna Kristine breChwaLd, ba
Earth Science
Alta, Iowa
**hansen garLington breitLing, ba
Philosophy
Ames, Iowa
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Intellectual Virtues and the 
Epistemic Evaluation of Disagreement
%*eriC robert bridgewater, bs
Construction Management
Johnston, Iowa
 Christen CarreL brodbeCK, ba
Communication
West Des Moines, Iowa
 Courtney anne brogLa, ba
English
Marion, Iowa
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%MaCKenzi MiCheLLe brophy, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Mason City, Iowa
§adaM dean brown, bM
Music Education: Choral/General
Urbandale, Iowa
#CaLvin aLexander brown, ba
Computer Science
West Des Moines, Iowa
 aaron joseph bruMMeL, ba
Communication Disorders
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Christopher henry bruns, ba
Computer Science
Bondurant, Iowa
 aMy Lois buCCiferro, ba
Communication Disorders
Bettendorf, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Inclusion: Learning Without 
Barriers
%shawn Craig buChhoLz, ba
Communication
Waverly, Iowa
§eLizabeth ann buLLoCK, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/ Spanish
Maquoketa, Iowa
 KaitLin Lee bunting, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Urbandale, Iowa
 bLaKe andrew burns, ba
English
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Lexi niCoLe byrnes, ba
English
Waterloo, Iowa
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: Brand New Scars: Complex 
Characterization and Literary Craft 
Elements in Ed Brubaker’s Captain 
America
 bLaize eLriC CabeLL, ba
Earth Science
Independence, Iowa
 Cody wiLLiaM CaLdweLL, ba
Communication
Waverly, Iowa
**raeanne Katherine CaLdweLL, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish
Silvis, Illinois
 tayLor jarad CaroLan, ba
Technology Management
Decorah, Iowa
%hannah CoLLeen Carr-Murphy, ba
English
University Honors
Waterloo, Iowa
%*hannah CoLLeen Carr-Murphy, bM
Music Performance: Instrumental
Waterloo, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Craic in the Concert Hall: The 
Benefits of Irish Traditional Music to 
the Classically Trained Musicia
 daCia d’eriCa Carter, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
*KaCi Lynn ChapMan, ba
Communication Disorders
Manchester, Iowa
 CaLe aLexander ChiLders, ba
Graphic Technologies
Johnston, Iowa
 niCoLas jaMes Christison, ba
Computer Science
Bettendorf, Iowa
%***Kathryn ann Costigan, ba eduCation
Spanish
Center Point, Iowa
 brooKe niCoLe Craig, ba
Communication
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MiChaeLa Marie CrandeLL, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Omaha, Nebraska
 zaChary MarK Creery, ba
Environmental Science
Hawkeye, Iowa
 sierra danieLLe Cretsinger, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Van Meter, Iowa
**KeLLy ann CunninghaM, bfa
Art: Studio BFA
Montgomery, Alabama
 jon randeLL vaLLebo daCLison, ba
English
Charles City, Iowa
§%sarah jean daKer, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Edgewood, Iowa
#ryan joseph danieLson, ba
Biology
Johnston, Iowa
 john jaKob danKer, bs
Physics
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
**Lisa joy daringer, ba
Communication Disorders
Carroll, Iowa
 tiffany L. daubert, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Mount Vernon, Iowa
 KaiLah Marie davenport, ba
Biology: Biomedical
Cedar Falls, Iowa
*stephanie jean davison, ba
Graphic Technologies
Graphic Design
Maple Grove, Minnesota
**hannah dianne debruin, ba
Communication Disorders
Albia, Iowa
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 eLizabeth ann dehne, ba
Theatre: Drama and Theatre Youth
Ottumwa, Iowa
§wiLLiaM anthony dehogues, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish
Kalona, Iowa
 CaMeron p. depauw, ba
Computer Science
Davenport, Iowa
%jordan denae derhaMMer, ba
The Study of Religion
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 nataLie Marie derifieLd, ba
Communication Disorders
Independence, Iowa
 Lauren jean dewes, ba
Communication Disorders
Bloomfield, Iowa
 danae eLizabeth dieKen, ba
Communication
Dike, Iowa
Lisa dierCKs, bs
Computer Science
Denver, Iowa
 KarL a. dietL, ba eduCation
Earth Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 anthony difronzo, ba
Biology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 stephanie jo diLLy, ba eduCation
Biology
Gladbrook, Iowa
 Matthew ryan doore, ba
Biochemistry
Management: Organizational 
Leadership
Keokuk, Iowa
 brittnie niCoLe dotson, bs
Biology - Honors Research
Gary, Indiana
%***trevor zaChary draisey, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Economics: Applied Economics 
Analysis
Keota, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: The Determinants of NFL 
Player Salaries
 KyLe gerard drisCoLL, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Hartland, Wisconsin
#gLenna ruthann duden, ba
Graphic Technologies
Sioux Center, Iowa
**aLexandra niCoLe dunLay, bM
Music Education: Choral/General
Mason City, Iowa
§jennifer ann dunn, ba
Communication: Public Relations
De Witt, Iowa
 CoLLin harM eggena, ba
Computer Science
Spanish
Rockford, Iowa
 aLaa hishaM eLdash, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Cairo, Egypt
 brody dougLas eLdridge, ba
Graphic Design
Seymour, Iowa
 Cody brian eMery, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Ottumwa, Iowa
 tayLor ryan engLe, ba
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Eldridge, Iowa
 jaCe LyLe engstLer, ba
Biology
Garner, Iowa
 andrea Marie errthuM, ba
Biology
Holy Cross, Iowa
 Craig thoMas ertL, bs
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Metal Casting
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Advanced 
Manufacturing
Dyersville, Iowa
 jaCob tayLor espensCheid, ba
Computer Science
Traer, Iowa
 darian niCoLe everding, bs
Physics
Waterloo, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Education: An Unexplored 
Variable on Millennial Volunteer 
Attitudes
 eLisa j. feLdMan, ba
Philosophy
Des Moines, Iowa
 Christine eLizabeth feLdMann, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Dyersville, Iowa
 austin Lee fender, ba
Biology
Des Moines, Iowa
 jeffrey eugene fenton, ba
Graphic Design
Ottumwa, Iowa
 jaCob jaMaaL ferguson, ba
English
Marion, Iowa
 oLivia niCoLe ferguson, ba
Communication Disorders
Solon, Iowa
 tiMothy b. ferry, ba
Music: General Studies in Music
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 benjaMin swartzendruber fiCK, ba
Biology: Biomedical-Honors Research
Biochemistry
Coralville, Iowa
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 john aLbert george fisher, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Mechanicsville, Iowa
 tabitha Lee fisher, ba
Communication
Colfax, Iowa
 MCKenzie Marie fLiCK, ba
Communication
Huxley, Iowa
 ingrid virginia foLKers, ba
Communication
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#CLarine jane ford, ba
The Study of Religion
Davenport, Iowa
 robin sue forster, ba
Biology
Monticello, Minnesota
#aManda rose franze, ba
Spanish
Communication
Batavia, Illinois
%*sarah jean freeLand, ba
Biology-Honors Research
Dysart, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: The Effect of Rearing 
Temperature on Somite Formation and 
Skeletal Development in the Zebrafish, 
Danio rerio
 KyLe fred freese, ba
Computer Science
Waterloo, Iowa
%eva CaroL garLoff, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Center Point, Iowa
§%MadeLine ann gary, ba
Communication
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%ryan pauL gebeL, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Denver, Iowa
***jenna Lynn geiCK, ba
Biochemistry
Bettendorf, Iowa
 travis ryan gingeriCh, bfa
Art: Studio BFA
Kalona, Iowa
 brooK tyLer girKin, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Charles City, Iowa
 boon Keat goh, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Katy anne goodMundson, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Bettendorf, Iowa
 Morgan anne gopLerud, ba
Communication
Waukee, Iowa
 MaKayLa eMiLy grahaM, ba
Biology
Sioux City, Iowa
 Kate eLizabeth green, ba eduCation
Art
Riceville, Iowa
%breen dennis greer, ba
English
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Mason doMiniC greer, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Iowa City, Iowa
%Meredith anne gregg, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Decorah, Iowa
%Megan esther grey, bM
Music Performance: Vocal
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Matthew sCot griffen, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Harlan, Iowa
 wendy Marie griMM, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Algona, Iowa
 aLLison jane gruweLL, ba
Biology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#%raCheL Marie guhin, ba
English
Bettendorf, Iowa
 gregory gene gustafson, ba
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Roland, Iowa
§Maria Katherine haLsey, ba
Communication
Des Moines, Iowa
 MadeLeine Marie haLsor, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Center Point, Iowa
 haiLee eLizabeth haLverson, ba eduCation
English
State Center, Iowa
 gina graCe haMer, ba
Graphic Design
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Katie rae haMMond, ba
Music: Music Technology
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin
 #%danieL eugene haMpe, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Iowa Falls, Iowa
§jaCLyn Kay hanCoCK, ba eduCation
All Science Teaching
Dubuque, Iowa
tessa Myra hanLon, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
South Elgin, Illinois
#aLexandra traCy hansen, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Iowa City, Iowa
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#%austin arden jaMes hansen, ba
Communication/Digital Media: 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Leadership
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 eriC pauL hanson, ba
Computer Science
Robins, Iowa
#%MiChaeL joseph hanson, ba
Communication
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 arChie jay hardin, ba
Communication: Public Relations
West Point, Iowa
 robert arthur harMon, ba
English
Bettendorf, Iowa
#aMy jo hasseLquist, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Le Mars, Iowa
**joshua brayden hawKins, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Floris, Iowa
***robert patriCK hawKins, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Marion, Iowa
§saMueL MiChaeL hawLey, ba
Humanities
Eldridge, Iowa
 KeLLy jean heCKstein, ba
Communication Disorders
Osage, Iowa
#MoLLy jeannette heidebrinK, ba
Spanish
Spirit Lake, Iowa
#aven Kiyoshi heLgerson, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Ottumwa, Iowa
 hannah jo heMry, ba
Biochemistry
West Union, Iowa
 aLexis Leigh henderson, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages - Teaching
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#jaCob riChard henry, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 rayLea Lynn hepKer, ba eduCation
English
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages - Teaching
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#jasMine Marie hernandez, ba
The Study of Religion
Sociology
San Antonio, Texas
 Cassara joLLeen higgins, bs
Physics
Chemistry
Brandon, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Magnetic Properties of 
Polymeric Framework Materials with 
Cobalt
 jaCoby LesLie hiLL, ba
The Study of Religion
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 niCoLe Lynn hindMan, ba
Biology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§aMber aLLison hoffMan, ba eduCation
Biology
Reinbeck, Iowa
*nanCy L. hoffMan, ba
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 janet Lyn hofMann, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Titonka, Iowa
 brittany Lynn hoLthaus, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Calmar, Iowa
 hiLLary anne hoLub, ba
Communication
Prarieburg, Iowa
 brandon hosKins, bs
Biology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§wesLey adaM huddLeson, ba eduCation
All Science Teaching
Ankeny, Iowa
 sarah eLizabeth huebner, ba
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#noah benjaMin hurLey, bs
Physics
Waterloo, Iowa
 Leah Lynn hutChins, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Altoona, Iowa
%theadora vioLa hyde, ba
English
Vinton, Iowa
 jaCqueLine j. iLg, ba
Mathematics
Clinton, Iowa
§tara eLizabeth jaCKson, ba eduCation
English
Fort Dodge, Iowa
%Lindsey brooKe jaCobsen, ba
Communication
Bloomington, Illinois
 Maria asunCion jaiMe, bs
Biology
La Magdalena De Araceo, Mexico
 Maddison zayn jansen, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Lynnville, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Diagnosing an International 
Health Crisis: A Structural Exploration 
of Ebola 2014
%oLivia Lynn jasChen, ba
Graphic Technologies
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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 jaCob dixon jensen, ba
Biology
Cresco, Iowa
 jarrett Landon jensen, bs
Biology
Rapid City, South Dakota
§Lindsey Lee jerdee, ba eduCation
Art
New Hampton, Iowa
%sara Lynn jesse, ba
Communication
La Porte City, Iowa
#Chao ji, bs
Physics
Jingzhou, China
*storMie eLizabeth johanson, ba
Biology
Swea City, Iowa
#aLexander thoMas johnson, ba
English
Iowa City, Iowa
 aLyssa niCoLe johnson, ba
Biology
Estherville, Iowa
*Casey jo johnson, ba
Communication Disorders
West Des Moines, Iowa
CharLotte ann johnson, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Textile and Apparel
Marshalltown, Iowa
 CoLin dey johnson, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages - Teaching
Dubuque, Iowa
%jaCob austin johnson, bs
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Advanced 
Manufacturing
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Metal Casting
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 aLyssa rose jones, ba
Communication
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Megan Lee jordan, ba
Communication Disorders
Hartley, Iowa
 saMantha ann fae jorgensen, ba
Graphic Design
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 zaChary r. jorgensen, ba
Biology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MaiCoL jose josephs, ba
Graphic Technologies
Waterloo, Iowa
 nataLie MiCheLe KanaKares, ba
Biology: Biomedical
Clarence, Iowa
#MaCKenzie tayLor Kane, ba
Graphic Design
Fairbank, Iowa
 danieL CarL Kass, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Sumner, Iowa
***jaMes Matthew Keane, ba
Philosophy
New Hampton, Iowa
#bradLey Martin Kennedy, bfa
Art: Studio BFA
Dyersville, Iowa
 KaLeigh Lynn Kibbee, ba
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Waterloo, Iowa
 Kevin ryan KirKpatriCK, ba
Communication: Electronic Media
Ankeny, Iowa
§Megan niCoLe Kissner, ba eduCation
English
Milan, Illinois
 aLexis aMy KLein, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish
Sioux City, Iowa
 rebeCCa Leigh Knepper, ba
Communication Disorders
Worthington, Iowa
#CaitLin Leah KnoedeL, ba
Biochemistry
Solon, Iowa
 saMantha ann Knoop, ba
Communication: Public Relations
West Branch, Iowa
 Katie rose Knudsen, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Carroll, Iowa
 jordan MiChaeL aLexander Koos, ba
Biology-Honors Research
Davenport, Iowa
 turner wesLey KopeCKy, ba
Graphic Design
Dallas Center, Iowa
***eLizabeth ann KosMiCKi, ba
Communication Disorders
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: A Book Club for Children with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder 
 benjaMin john KraeMer, bs
Construction Management
Marion, Iowa
 Kwinn aLan Kraft, ba
Communication
Rockwell City, Iowa
#%austin danieL KraMer, ba
Biology
Solon, Iowa
 sarah KathLeen KraMer, ba
Theatre: Design and Production
Urbana, Iowa
*abigaiL jen Kreun, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Hull, Iowa
University Honors with Distinction
Thesis: An Analysis of How Public 
Relations Professionals Use Social 
Media
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 Matthew pauL Krueger, bs
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Manufacturing Design
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Metal Casting
Denver, Iowa
%CaLeb dutCh Kruse, ba
Biology
Forest City, Iowa
 danieLLe josephine Lahr, ba eduCation
English
Coggon, Iowa
 anna gabrieL LaMbert, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Norwalk, Iowa
 sophia aiLene Landis, ba
Communication
Elkader, Iowa
#daLaney LangeL, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Remsen, Iowa
 thoMas jaMes Lensing, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Clive, Iowa
 Christopher aLexander Leonard, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 aLiCia renee Leto, ba
Theatre:Drama and Theatre Youth
Polk City, Iowa
%brianna niCoLe LewerKe, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Mason City, Iowa
*MoLLy taLbott Lightfoot, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish
Council Bluffs, Iowa
**raCheLLe Merie Lipp, ba eduCation
English
Le Mars, Iowa
 qiang Liu, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%robin ashLey LiverMore, ba eduCation
Chemistry
Coon Rapids, Minnesota
Presidential Scholar
University Honors 
Thesis: Impact of Cost on Chemistry 
Laboratory Teaching Practices
%ryan jaMes Lode, bs
Biology
Sheldon, Iowa
 aLanna rae Mauer Lohff, ba
Biology: Biomedical
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 anna Christine Love, ba
Communication
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Kyan MiChaeL Ludwig, bs
Networking and System Administration
Electrical Engineering Technology
Le Mars, Iowa
§KatLynn renee Luinstra, ba eduCation
Art
Harris, Iowa
 Matthew david MaCdougaLL, ba
Biology
Swisher, Iowa
 Christine Lauren MaCneiLL, ba
Communication Disorders
London, Canada
 Catherine eLaine Maher, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Barrington, Illinois
 KyLe siMon MaitLand, ba
Communication
Parkersburg, Iowa
§thaeLey rhae MaLone, ba eduCation
Art
Preston, Iowa
*Madison Marie ManneL, ba
Communication Disorders
Jefferson, Iowa
 saMantha CLeo Manzanares, ba
English
Tabor, Iowa
%dyLan niCoLe Martin, ba
Theatre: Design and Production
Cedar Falls, Iowa
**hanna eLizabeth Martin, ba
Communication
Psychology
Pella, Iowa
 javier Luis Martinez, ba
Spanish
Movement and Exercise Science: 
Exercise Science
San Antonio, Texas
 raMon hiLario Martinez, ba
Biology
Des Moines, Iowa
#eKouKou Materania, bs
Construction Management
Uvira South Kivu, Congo, The 
Democratic Republic
#KarLi Kay Mathis, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Waukon, Iowa
 brandon sCott MCConneLL, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Mason City, Iowa
 jaMes patriCK MCCorMaCK, ba eduCation
Earth Science
Fort Dodge, Iowa
 bryCe jaMes MCCorMiCK, ba
Communication Disorders
Waukon, Iowa
 tyLer john MCCorMiCK, ba
Biochemistry
Johnston, Iowa
 CoLe Matthew MCdonough, ba
Graphic Technologies
Underwood, Iowa
 Madison Kay MCLaughLin, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Urbandale, Iowa
 abigaeL CLaire MCMahon, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Cedar Falls, Iowa
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 grant benjaMin MCpheron, ba
Biology
New London, Iowa
#danieL MitCheL MCvey, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Wellman, Iowa
%**KrystaL jo Meester, ba
English
Holland, Iowa
#danieL joseph Meier, bM
Music Performance: Instrumental
Waterloo, Iowa
%eMiLy eLisabeth Meier, bs
Biology - Honors Research
Waterloo, Iowa
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Testing for Modularity in the 
Axial Skeleton of Fishes
 tyLer john Meier, ba
Computer Science
Shellsburg, Iowa
 nora eLizabeth wiLson Meierotto, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Burlington, Iowa
 aLea ann Meyer, ba
Communication Disorders
Winthrop, Iowa
 austin CarL Meyer, ba
Communication
Urbandale, Iowa
#eLizabeth Lydia Meyer, ba
Biology
Mason City, Iowa
%Mason MeLbert Meyer, bM
Music Education: Choral/General
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 sara renee Meyer, ba
Biology
Waterloo, Iowa
 LuKe wiLLiaM Meyers, ba
Communication
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Mason jon Meyers, bM
Music Education: Jazz
Waterloo, Iowa
 Cassie ann MeyLor, ba
Biology
Lakeside, Iowa
 andrew john MiLbrandt, ba
Biochemistry
Osage, Iowa
 addison Marie MiLLer, ba
Biology
Algona, Iowa
 dustin jaMes MiLLer, ba eduCation
Spanish
Mediapolis, Iowa
%jaMie Marie MiLLer, ba
Communication
Hudson, Iowa
 jordan jeffrey MiLLer, ba
Communication
Iowa City, Iowa
 MerCede jaCqueLine MiLLer, ba
Biology
Dubuque, Iowa
 weston tyreL MiLLer, ba
Computer Science
Spencer, Iowa
 traCe jeffrey Minor, ba
Technology Management
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
%KaiLy ann Mohr, ba
Communication
Dubuque, Iowa
 MeLissa susan MoLsberry, ba
Communication
Bettendorf, Iowa
 zaChary Monroe, ba
Biochemistry
Clermont, Iowa
 austin aLan MonteLius, ba
Graphic Design
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Lindsay niCoLe MontgoMery, ba
Philosophy
Carol Stream, Illinois
 Lexi renee Moore, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Anamosa, Iowa
 aManda rose MueLLer, ba
Communication
Garnavillo, Iowa
%Matthew sCott Murphy, bs
Construction Management
Grimes, Iowa
%Meghan Lynn Murphy, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages - Teaching
Apple Valley, Minnesota
 jose antonio Murra, bs
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Metal Casting
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Manufacturing Design
Torreon, Mexico
 wiLLiaM MiChaeL Murray, ba eduCation
English
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 noeL nishen nathan, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Finance: Investments
Management Information Systems
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§%CaLey jean neLson, ba eduCation
Art
Marion, Iowa
 shyanne Lynn neLson, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Denison, Iowa
#%benjaMin peter nettLeton, ba
Biology: Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology
Kensett, Iowa
 Christian jon niChoLs, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Waterloo, Iowa
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 MCKensie Lee niChoLson, bs
Construction Management
Northwood, Iowa
 Lannon CoLLeen nobLe, ba
Communication Disorders
Oregon, Illinois
 austin Curtis noLan, ba
Music: General Studies in Music
Psychology
Grimes, Iowa
 MoLLy joyCe norMan, ba
Communication
Eagan, Minnesota
§erin Lynn norton, ba
Communication
Farley, Iowa
 heather Morgan oeLMann, ba
Graphic Technologies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 jayMe rae oLLendieCK, ba
Communication
La Porte City, Iowa
 nathan giLbert opheiM, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Iowa City, Iowa
 tayLor franCis ort, ba
Communicative Disorders
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
***jaCob jaMes oswaLd, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Economics: Applied Economics 
Analysis
Troy Mills, Iowa
 Mariah niCoLe otto, ba
Communication Disorders
Lake City, Iowa
 ghufran aLi owaishir, ba
Communication
Qatif, Saudi Arabia
 gina renee owens, ba
Communication
Fairbank, Iowa
 MiChaeL robert owens, ba
Biology
Elk Run Heights, Iowa
%MiCheLe Marie paar, ba
Theatre: Drama and Theatre Youth
Marshalltown, Iowa
 LuKe justin paLandeCh, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Marion, Iowa
#%Kathryn eLLen patriCK, ba
Earth Science
Environmental Science
Iowa City, Iowa
 jennifer Lynn pauK, ba
English
Carroll, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: No One Is Here: Poems
 anthony Christopher peavy, ba
Communication
Bondurant, Iowa
 graCe ann peeLen, ba eduCation
Middle/ Jr . High School Science
West Des Moines, Iowa
 Mason anthony peLzer, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages - Teaching
Nevada, Iowa
 adaM tyLer perrin, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Park View, Iowa
%shay Louise petersen, ba
Graphic Technologies
Grinnell, Iowa
%hannah peterson, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 jordan thoMas peterson, ba
Spanish
Story City, Iowa
%***rose Catherine peterson, ba eduCation
English
Fort Dodge, Iowa
*danieL john pfaLtzgraff, ba eduCation
English
Des Moines, Iowa
 eLizabeth Catherine phiLipp, ba
Graphic Design
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#bLaine riChard phiLLips, ba
Graphic Technologies
Boone, Iowa
 eLvis sLade phiLLips, ba
Music: Jazz Studies
Sioux City, Iowa
 LuCas Lee pietan, ba
Biochemistry
Waterloo, Iowa
 LuCas Lee pietan, bs
Biology- Honors Research
Waterloo, Iowa
 LuKe riChard pLoessL, ba
Biology: Biomedical
Dubuque, Iowa
 bryant aLLan pLowMan, ba
English
Casey, Iowa
*Katherine Maureen poLit, ba
Communication Disorders
Coal Valley, Illinois
 abby eLizabeth poLLow, ba
Communication Disorders
Sioux City, Iowa
 jared austin pooLe, bs
Construction Management
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§KatLyn Karissa pooLe, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages - Teaching
Bettendorf, Iowa
 CharLes jaMes porterfieLd, ba
Communication
Humeston, Iowa
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 niCoLe Marie pothen, ba
Communication Disorders
Eden Prairie, Minnesota
§CrystaL Catherine pottebauM, ba eduCation
Spanish
Elementary Education
Alton, Iowa
%Kerri rae potthoff, ba
Communication Disorders
Carroll, Iowa
§brittany aLexandra potts, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish
Crystal Lake, Illinois
 Lindsey sue poweLL, ba
Communication Disorders
Dysart, Iowa
 heather Marie powers, ba eduCation
Art
Norwalk, Iowa
 CoLton Leon puLs, ba
Technology Management
Gladbrook, Iowa
 jonathan robert purdy, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Waterloo, Iowa
*benjaMin aLLen quint, ba
The Study of Religion
Clinton, Iowa
 saMeer rabbi, ba
Technology Management
Dhaka, Bangladesh
 sara niCoLe raMon, ba
Communication: Public Relations
San Antonio, Texas
 rhiannon ashLey rasMussen, ba
Graphic Design
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 jaLen Lee rayMond, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Carroll, Iowa
 saMantha joLene reeCe, ba
Theatre: Performance
Eldora, Iowa
*CaLLy faith reed, ba
Communication
Waterloo, Iowa
#%aLexander john arnoLd reif, ba
Biology
Clarence, Iowa
 Lisa Marie reMetCh, ba eduCation
Art
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MiCaLLa aLexis rettinger, ba
Biology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MCKenzie Marina reuter, ba
Communication Disorders
Le Mars, Iowa
*MarC tiMothy reyes, bs
Computer Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
*jeffrey aLan reynoLds, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KayLie niCoLe rhoads, ba
Biology
Newton, Iowa
 Logan riChard rhodes, ba
Mathematics
Remsen, Iowa
 KayLa MiCheLLe riChardson, ba
Theatre: Design and Production
Duncombe, Iowa
 david anthony riCKetts, ba eduCation
Technology Education and Training - 
Teaching
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%eLisabeth ashLey rieKs, ba
Communication Disorders
West Des Moines, Iowa
%niCoLe Marie roberts, ba
Biology
Urbandale, Iowa
*josie niCoLe robertson, ba
Communication
Eagle Grove, Iowa
§MeLanie sue roCK, ba
Biology
Grand Mound, Iowa
 harrison Levi rogers, ba
Communication
Oskaloosa, Iowa
#joshua john rohret, ba
Technology Management
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#nataLie ann rorK, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Clear Lake, Iowa
%*CaLLen niCoLe roseLand, ba
Communication Disorders
Le Grand, Iowa
 anna aLeda ross, ba
Communication Disorders
Houston, Minnesota
 brian thoMas ross, bs
Biology
Johnston, Iowa
 eLizabeth nan rossiter, ba
Communication
Sioux City, Iowa
 jordan isaaC roszhart, ba
Biology
Waukee, Iowa
 jaCK LawrenCe rowen, ba eduCation
Technology Education-Teaching
Eagle Grove, Iowa
#tiMothy robert rusCh, ba
Biochemistry
Iowa City, Iowa
#paige rustad, ba
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Decorah, Iowa
 Laura Lee sabotta, bM
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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 sierra berniCe saChtjen, ba
Biology: Biomedical
Lodi, Wisconsin
 Morgan Leigh sanders, ba
Graphic Technologies
Montezuma, Iowa
%**LuKe Christopher sChafer, ba
Biology
Emerson, Iowa
 wiLL aLan sChau, ba
Computer Science
Management Information Systems
Anamosa, Iowa
*KiMberLy ann sChiLtz, ba
Communication Disorders
Algona, Iowa
 sarah dawn sChipper, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Le Claire, Iowa
 aaron Marvin sChLesser, ba
Graphic Design
Le Mars, Iowa
*jonathan ross sChLiCht, bs
Computer Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 eLizabeth Marie sChLotfeLdt, ba
Music: General Studies in Music
Nevada, Iowa
%ChandLer sue sChMidt, ba
Communication Disorders
Huxley, Iowa
 Kathryn Leigh sChMidt, bs
Biology
Waterloo, Iowa
*regan eLizabeth sChMitt, ba
Communication
Waucoma, Iowa
 spenCer sChMitt, bs
Construction Management
Jerico, Iowa
**raCheL niCoLe sChnebbe, ba
Biology
Marengo, Iowa
 brandon joseph sChneider, bM
Music Education: Choral/General
Antioch, Illinois
**jaCee jo sChneider, ba
Communication Disorders
Readlyn, Iowa
#Morgan LuCiLLe sChrodt, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
Murray, Iowa
 aaron MiChaeL sChroeder, ba
Earth Science
Environmental Science
Fort Atkinson, Iowa
 aManda Lynne sChueLLer, ba eduCation
English
New Hampton, Iowa
§Connor a. sChuLte, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Eagan, Minnesota
%Lauren ann sChuMaCher, ba
Communication Disorders
Ames, Iowa
 aLeC jaMes sChweizer, ba eduCation
Art
Centerville, Iowa
%***aLLison eLaine seydeLL, ba
Communication Disorders
Story City, Iowa
%joshua dougLas seydeLL, ba
Biology
Roland, Iowa
 abigaiL Christine shew, ba
Philosophy
Rosemount, Minnesota
University Honors
 abigaiL Christine shew, bs
Biology - Honors Research
Rosemount, Minnesota
Thesis: Visualizing Interactions 
between Bacillus anthracis 
Bacteriophages and Macrophages
 saMueL robert shiLL, ba
Graphic Technologies
Grinnell, Iowa
 jaCob henert shuLtz, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Spanish
Iowa City, Iowa
#john wesLey sibLey, ba
Computer Science
Urbandale, Iowa
 riChard aLan sieMsen, bs
Physics
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§CadenCe Larae siMMons, ba
Communication Disorders
Panora, Iowa
 shana Catherine sKay, ba
Communication: Public Relations
West Branch, Iowa
 andrew john sLadKy, ba
Communication
Burlington, Iowa
 CoLLin jaMes sLattery, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Princeton, Illinois
 reid h. sLaughter, ba
Graphic Design
Waterloo, Iowa
§jessaLyn tayLor sMaLL, bM
Music Education: Instrumental
Clinton, Iowa
 aLex MiChaeL sMith, bs
Biochemistry
Dubuque, Iowa
 aLexander dennis sMith, ba
Biology
Fredericksburg, Iowa
 dustin CharLes sMith, ba eduCation
Technology Education-Teaching
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa
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 Katherine viCtoria sMith, ba
Theatre: Performance--Acting
Iowa City, Iowa
 Morgan niCoLe sMith, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Anamosa, Iowa
 raCheL eLizabeth sMith, ba
Communication Disorders
Charles City, Iowa
 sean pauL sMith, ba
Music: General Studies in Music
Psychology
Iowa City, Iowa
#jaCob brandt snyder, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Finance: Financial Services
Altoona, Iowa
%abby jo souhrada, ba
Biochemistry
Biology
Spanish
Allison, Iowa
%ashLee paige spenCer, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#robert joseph spieLbauer, ba
Earth Science
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Environmental Science
Volga, Iowa
 ranen wiLLiaM spies, ba eduCation
Middle/Jr . High School Science
Audubon, Iowa
 KyLe L. spurgeon, bs
Physics
Bloomfield, Iowa
#KyLa re’nee staLzer, ba
Graphic Design
State Center, Iowa
#john wiLLiaM stanish, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Eldora, Iowa
 oLivia jo starCeviCh, ba
Biology
Centerville, Iowa
 bradLey aLLen staten, ba
Biology: Biomedical
Iowa Falls, Iowa
%brittany Lee staudaCher, ba
Theatre: Design and Production
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§%oLivia franCes steffen, ba
Communication Disorders
Epworth, Iowa
 KyLie rose steiMer, ba
Biology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 sheLby suzanne stetson, ba
Biology
West Des Moines, Iowa
 benjaMin joseph stevens, ba eduCation
Technology Education-Teaching
Storm Lake, Iowa
 ryan david stevens, bM
Composition - Theory
Clarion, Iowa
#Miranda Lynn stewart, ba
Communication
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
§MiCheLLe ann stiLLe, ba eduCation
Biology
Swaledale, Iowa
 danieL patriCK stranK, bs
Construction Management
Tiffin, Iowa
 LuCas hunter suarez, ba
Music: General Studies in Music
Adel, Iowa
#KeLLy deeann suLLivan, ba
Biology
West Des Moines, Iowa
%jared warren sunds, ba
Biology: Ecology and Evolution
Winterset, Iowa
§jessiCa ann sundstroM, ba eduCation
Spanish
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Matthew thoMas swaLin, bs
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Metal Casting
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology: Manufacturing Design
Laurens, Iowa
 daMian LuCas syMonette, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
North Eleuthera, Bahamas
 aLexander aLan tagtow, ba eduCation
Earth Science
Grinnell, Iowa
 eMiLy ann taMs, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Huntley, Illinois
 angeLo vinsonno tanCreti, ba
Technology Management
Des Moines, Iowa
 MarK a. tate, ba eduCation
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish
Prophetstown, Illinois
%stephanie ann tauKe, ba
Communication Disorders
Dubuque, Iowa
§%david pauL tayLor, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Huxley, Iowa
 Christina eLaine teague, ba
Communication
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KayLea rae terriLL, ba
Communication Disorders
Parkersburg, Iowa
 saMantha ann thaLdorf, ba
Biology
La Crosse, Wisconsin
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§aLLison tayLor thoMpson, ba eduCation
English
Grundy Center, Iowa
 eMiLy aLiCia thoMpson, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Blue Grass, Iowa
§eMMa graCe thoMpson, bM
Music Education: Instrumental/General
Bettendorf, Iowa
#%eMMa joye thoMpson, ba
Communication: Public Relations
Muscatine, Iowa
 hunter Craig thoMpson, ba
Communication
Monticello, Iowa
%*MoLLy ray thuente, ba
Communication Disorders
Johnston, Iowa
 brandon aLLen tjepKes, ba
Communication
Jefferson, Iowa
 aLexandria juLes toszegi, ba
Graphic Design
State Center, Iowa
 brianna Marie towers, ba
Biology
Aurora, Illinois
 eMMa Lee treLoar, ba eduCation
Art
Hawkeye, Iowa
%KayLee jo tritLe, ba
Communication
Spirit Lake, Iowa
**eLizabeth anne turCotte, ba
Biochemistry
Cedar Falls, Iowa
**eLizabeth anne turCotte, bs
Biology - Honors Research
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KayLeen Marie turnis, ba
Communication Disorders
Bernard, Iowa
 aLLison jean twedt, ba
Biology
Walker, Iowa
§ KeLsey renee ufford, ba eduCation
Middle/ Jr . High School Science
Greene, Iowa
*CeLeste Marie underriner, ba
Biology
Saint Ansgar, Iowa
#KateLyn beth van beeK, ba
Communication Disorders
Rock Valley, Iowa
#%sarah niCoLe van Maanen, ba
Communication Disorders
Spanish
Pella, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: A Case Study: Language 
Environment Analysis of a Bilingual 
Child with Speech-Language Delay
 Lindsey van wyK, ba eduCation
Art
Marshalltown, Iowa
***Louw van wyK, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Aroab, Namibia
%CaLeb danieL vander wieL, ba
Biology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 dyLan joseph vanhauen, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Nora Springs, Iowa
 bradLey rae ver steegh, ba
Technology Management
Oskaloosa, Iowa
%Casey noeL verwoert, ba
Interactive Digital Studies
De Soto, Iowa
%jordyn noeL viCtoria, ba
Graphic Design
Denver, Iowa
 jason aLexander vizzini, ba
Communication: Electronic Media 
Production and Performance
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
%***austin joseph voves, ba
Biology-Honors Research
Mason City, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Morphometric analysis of 
simple, lobed, and compound leaves 
within Ampelopsis
**jessiCa Lynn waLKer, ba
English
Ames, Iowa
 shanna Mae waLLer, ba
Biology
Marion, Iowa
 aLex franCis wanKuM, ba
Technology Management
Merrill, Iowa
 hannah Louise warburton, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Story City, Iowa
%heather CaroLine ward, ba
Communication Disorders
Ankeny, Iowa
***aLLison niCoLe waters, ba
Mathematics: Statistics/Actuarial 
Science
Finance: Financial Services
Eagan, Minnesota
Presidential Scholar
University Honors
Thesis: Statistical Modeling of 
Earthquake Damage
**jordan joseph weber, bs
Biology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 aLison Marie wedeKing, ba
English
Gerontology: Social Sciences
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Morgan eLizabeth wedewer, ba
Communication Disorders
Dubuque, Iowa
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*Maddison Kanne weLCh, ba
Biology
Urbandale, Iowa
*Lauren vaughn weLser, ba
Communication Disorders
Davenport, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: Initiation of Communication 
from Users of AAC and Preceding 
Communication Partner’s Utterances
§aaron KarL wendt, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Hopkinton, Iowa
#Martin MiChaeL wesseLs, ba
Theatre:Drama and Theatre Youth
Epworth, Iowa
**ross Matthew westeMeyer, ba
Communication Disorders
Iowa City, Iowa
 ethan john westering, bs
Computer Science
Networking and System Administration
Atlantic, Iowa
 Leighann CLaire westerMeyer, ba
Theatre: Design and Production
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 jaKob waLter westpfahL, ba
English
Center Point, Iowa
§MiKayLa rose whitney, ba eduCation
Art
Urbandale, Iowa
§zaChary jaMes wieMers, ba eduCation
English
West Des Moines, Iowa
%aLyssa Marie wiLLiaMs, ba
Communication
Dundee, Iowa
%*CoLin robert wiLson, ba
Music: General Studies in Music
Iowa City, Iowa
 quinton Lee wiLson, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Waverly, Iowa
 thoMas gLenn winKeLMan, ba
Communication/Digital Media: 
Communication: Electronic Media 
Leadership
Johnston, Iowa
§Martin KendriCK wise, ba eduCation
Spanish
Lytton, Iowa
 aMy anne wonderLin, ba
Art: Studio Emphasis
Des Moines, Iowa
 diLLon arthur wood, bs
Construction Management
Indianola, Iowa
§Miranda MiCheLLe wood, ba eduCation
Spanish
Duncombe, Iowa
%aLLison joeLLe woodard, ba
Communicative Disorders
Des Moines, Iowa
 baiLey jean wright, ba
Communication Disorders
Gerontology: Social Sciences
Lake View, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: How Inclusion is Defined 
and Implemented in Elementary 
Classrooms
 phiLLip john wuLfeKuhLe, bs
Electrical Engineering Technology
Manchester, Iowa
§traCy rose wuLfeKuhLe, ba eduCation
Mathematics Teaching
Holy Cross, Iowa
 zaChary austin wurth, ba
Biology
Le Mars, Iowa
 brianna KathLeen yarrow, bs
Biology
Mason City, Iowa
#%aLexis Kay yost, ba
English
Parkersburg, Iowa
 abigaiL Marie zaKowsKi, ba
Communication
Green Bay, Wisconsin
 bianCa jeweLLe zerwas, ba
Communication
Council Bluffs, Iowa
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College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Undergraduate Candidates
Notes:  ***Summa Cum Laude – top 3%of College
 **Magna Cum Laude – top 4-8%of College
 *Cum Laude – top 9-15%of College
 55 hour minimum at UNI
%Legacy graduate
#Summer
§Fall 2016
 fahad nabeeL aL-daous, ba
Criminology
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
#saud fahad aLdossary, ba
Criminology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 yaLe MiChaeL aLexia, ba
Psychology
Grundy Center, Iowa
#Marwan abduLLah aLsafayan, ba
Criminology
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
§dyLan CharLes aLteMeier, ba
History
West Des Moines, Iowa
 Mary Kristine aMbrose, ba
Family Services
Sioux City, Iowa
 pauL Keanu andersen, ba
Public Administration: Community and 
Regional Development
Ankeny, Iowa
§taLye Lee anderson, ba
Social Work
Orion, Illinois
 tayLor russeLL anderson, ba
Criminology
Postville, Iowa
#LaureL renee andrews, ba
Interior Design
Des Mioines, Iowa
 andrea niKoLe asCheMann, ba
Social Work
Quincy, Illinois
**dane MiChaeL atKins, ba
Geography: Environmental Systems 
and Sustainability
Davenport, Iowa
 aLMa aviLa Cruz, ba
Criminology
West Liberty, Iowa
 KeLby Lea baaCK, ba
Social Work
Toledo, Iowa
 Logan david babureK, ba
Criminology
Belle Plaine, Iowa
§diana niCoLe baKer, ba eduCation
History
Muscatine, Iowa
 joseph jaMes baLdwin, ba
Sociology
Criminology
Waterloo, Iowa
#jaMie jo baLLard, ba
Social Work
Norway, Iowa
 Candra shanteLLe barnes, ba
Family Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 aLex Kay-ann barr, ba
Family Services
De Witt, Iowa
 jaCob dean bates, ba
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Administration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
***ashLey Marie beaird, ba
Sociology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 pauLa beKavaC, ba
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MiCheLLe ann beLL, ba
Social Work
Waterloo, Iowa
 saMantha tyLer beLz, ba
Criminology
Davenport, Iowa
 Lauren ann bengen, ba
Criminology
Reinbeck, Iowa
 eMiLy ruth berg, ba
Family Services
Saint Olaf, Iowa
 aManda faith betz, ba eduCation
Psychology
Grimes, Iowa
 aLexandra viCtoria bey, ba
Psychology
Forest Lake, Minnesota
 tayLor Marie bigLer, ba
Criminology
Mason City, Iowa
*sCott Kevin bLair, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 aLexis niCoLe bLosCh, ba eduCation
History
Peosta, Iowa
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 zaChary thoMas boehMer, ba
Criminology
Grinnell, Iowa
*MCKinzie jo boes, ba eduCation
History
Fontanelle, Iowa
 andrew jaMes boies, ba
Psychology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#CoLLeen aiyana borCzon, ba
Social Work
Glen Burnie, Maryland
#therese rose bovenMyer, ba
Interior Design
Wilton, Iowa
#wendy Marie broiCh, ba
Social Work
Alta, Iowa
 devin MarCus brooKs, ba
Criminology
Manchester, Iowa
 Courtney Lynn brown, ba
Psychology
Altoona, Iowa
 Kosette ann brown, ba
Family Services
Shellsburg, Iowa
 ryan beCK brown, ba
Psychology
Pleasant Hill, Iowa
§joseph MiChaeL aLbertus bruen, ba 
eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Humboldt, Iowa
 sidney Marie burds, ba
Textile and Apparel
Peosta, Iowa
 CayLa eMiLy burKe, ba
Psychology
Altoona, Iowa
 CoLe riChard burns, ba
Criminology
Crescent, Iowa
#andrew CoLby burt, ba
Social Work
West Des Moines, Iowa
 Maddison Margaret buse, ba
Interior Design
Dubuque, Iowa
 vaLerie eLizabeth busse, ba
Criminology
Psychology
Marion, Iowa
%raCheL eLLen CashMan, ba
Psychology
Denver, Iowa
 CheLsea Logan ChandLer, ba
Family Services
Centerville, Iowa
#Morgan Kay Christenson, ba
Family Services
Boone, Iowa
%KeLsey Marie Christiansen, ba
Social Work
Winfield, Iowa
 tyLer Lane Christy, ba
Criminology
Clear Lake, Iowa
 wiLLiaM nhoC Chuong, ba
Criminology
Grinnell, Iowa
 Cortney jo CLarK, ba
Family Services
Melcher-Dallas, Iowa
**breanna Mae CLaussen, ba
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#sarah Catherine Cohen, ba
Family Services
Chariton, Iowa
%niChoLas aLLen CoLe, ba
Psychology
Philosophy
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 CaroL Catherine CoLLins, ba
Social Work
Knoxville, Iowa
 niCoLe MiCheLLe CoLLins, ba
Psychology
Family Services
Waukon, Iowa
§Matthew robert CoMer, ba
Social Work
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#travis Morgan Conder, ba
Political Science
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 eLizabeth anne Cordes, ba
Psychology
Gerontology: Social Sciences
Elkader, Iowa
#%neiL jaMes CorKery, ba
Textile and Apparel
Marion, Iowa
 Maria aLejandra Cortez, ba
Social Work
Aurelia, Iowa
 Katherine Lynnette Crane, ba
Psychology
Indianola, Iowa
%andrew MiChaeL Crawford, ba
Criminology
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
*brittany ann Crawford, ba
Psychology
Des Moines, Iowa
*shayLinn niCoLe Crone, ba
Psychology
Des Moines, Iowa
§jordan Marie Cue, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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 giLbert feLix CueLLar, ba
Criminology
Hanover Park, Illinois
 tayLor irene Curtis, ba
Family Services
Marshalltown, Iowa
#spenCer LuCas daLe, ba
Criminology
Williamsburg, Iowa
#CedriC arthur daniLson, ba
Criminology
Urbandale, Iowa
 jeannie brooKe davidson, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Atlantic, Iowa
 tori noeL davis, ba
Criminology
Fairfield, Iowa
***dusanKa deviC, ba
Criminology
Waterloo, Iowa
Lisa Marie dierCKs, ba
Criminology
Denver, Iowa
#Marissa Lee drisCoLL, ba
Interior Design
Dyersville, Iowa
#eMiLy rose eLsbernd, ba
Social Work
Fort Atkinson, Iowa
 KayLa Marie eMery, ba
Family Services
Ottumwa, Iowa
§Christine ann epping, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Ankeny, Iowa
%*jessiCa Marie erhardt, ba
Family Services
Fairbank, Iowa
 Kathryn anne evans, ba
Political Science
Dubuque, Iowa
 jiLLian Marie fahnLe, ba
Interior Design
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 adaM jaMes faris, ba
History
Winterset, Iowa
 aLexandria Marie farweLL, ba
Psychology
West Des Moines, Iowa
 brianna fisher, ba
Family Services
Davenport, Iowa
 Morgan jane fisher, ba
Psychology
Riverside, Iowa
%**Lauren a. forsberg, ba
Family Services
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Kenna Marie fry, ba
Criminology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#Karissa ann fuLLerton, ba
Psychology
Clinton, Iowa
#rhianna Lea gaLeMa, ba
Family Services
Lansing, Iowa
#saMantha jean gaLeMa, ba
Psychology
Lansing, Iowa
 juLia ganda, ba
Social Work
Iowa City, Iowa
%**eMiLy anne gardner, ba
Sociology
Albany, Illinois
University Honors
Thesis: “I don’t have to rush this 
because there is no due date”: Young 
Women, Crafting, and Stress Relief
%jonathan jaCK getting, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Waukee, Iowa
%tyreesha rene giLLaM, ba
Family Services
Waterloo, Iowa
 neiLL CaufieLd goLtz, ba
Anthropology
Grinnell, Iowa
***eriCa anne graen, ba
Anthropology
Waterloo, Iowa
 aLex david grafft, ba
Criminology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 jaCey Lynne gudenKauf, ba
Psychology
Edgewood, Iowa
#Katherine franCes haCKett, ba
Psychology
Lake in the Hills, Illinois
 hunter MarK harMening, ba
Criminology
Family Services
Carroll, Iowa
 danieL Kenneth harris, ba
Psychology
Sioux City, Iowa
*haLey niCoLe hasenstein, ba
Criminology
Bartlett, Illinois
University Honors
Thesis: Liberty and Justice for all?: Ethics 
in the American Criminal Justice System
#Megan Lynn hasLey, ba
Family Services
Davenport, Iowa
 Katie anne haun, ba
Family Services
Elkhart, Iowa
jaiMe L. hayes, ba 
Social Work
Waterloo, IA
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%stephen john haywood, ba
History
Nevada, Iowa
§Megan Marie heber, ba
Interior Design
Dubuque, Iowa
#%aLexis rae heLgens, ba
Anthropology
Family Services
Marion, Iowa
University Honors
Thesis: The Adolescent Refugee 
Experience: Cultural Attitudes of High 
School Burmese Refugees Living in 
Iowa
#grant r. heLLe, bs
Geography - Geographic Information 
Science: Planning and Policy
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#Maya ashLey hendriCKs, ba
Psychology
Family Services
West Des Moines, Iowa
#Marissa MorLey hendriCKson, ba
Psychology
Osage, Iowa
 ashLey juLia heredia, ba
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
*joeL p. herrington, ba
Psychology
Fort Dodge, Iowa
 tanner pauL hiatt, ba
History
Kelley, Iowa
sonia annette high, ba
Criminology
Shell Rock, Iowa
#MaCey MiKayLa hiLL, ba
Interior Design
Urbandale, Iowa
*isaaC john hoffMann, ba
Criminology
Manchester, Iowa
*brooKe danieLLe hoLLenberg, ba
Psychology
Ames, Iowa
%juana doManique hoLLingsworth, ba
Social Work
Waterloo, Iowa
#aLexis teaLe hoLMes, ba
Social Work
Fredericksburg, Iowa
 shannon sue hoppMan, ba
Criminology
Dubuque, Iowa
***hannah eLizabeth horsCh, ba
Criminology
Sociology
Waukee, Iowa
 aLLie houghton, ba
Psychology
Brooklyn, Iowa
%Katherine hover, ba
Criminology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#abby Lyn huisinga, ba
Social Work
Psychology
Davenport, Iowa
#%angeLa Christine hyLand, ba
Psychology
Oskaloosa, Iowa
 MaLLory hope hyMes, ba
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Administration
Keokuk, Iowa
§jessiCa Lauraine hysLope, ba eduCation
History
Cedar Falls, Iowa
***Kathryn oLivia ira, ba
Psychology
Spillville, Iowa
%***Kortni rae isoM, ba
Social Work
Mediapolis, Iowa
 taMara sue ann jaMes, ba
Psychology
Saint Helen, Michigan
 Kristen niCoLe jenKins, ba
Criminology
Gary, Indiana
#aMi rae jensen, ba
Interior Design
Plymouth, Minnesota
 david aLLen jensen, ba
History
Iowa Falls, Iowa
%breanna Lee johnson, ba
Political Science
Spanish
Algona, Iowa
 CharLotte ann johnson, ba
Textile and Apparel
Marshalltown, Iowa
#Keri ann johnson, ba
Social Work
Waverly, Iowa
**eMiLy Marie jones, ba
Social Work
Charles City, Iowa
§heather Louesa jones, ba
Psychology
Dike, Iowa
*jessiCa eLizabeth jones, ba
Psychology
Knoxville, Iowa
 MaxweLL MerriLL jones, ba
Criminology
Emmetsburg, Iowa
 Lontavius jerMaine jordan, ba
Family Services
Waterloo, Iowa
 trevor Leon jorgenson, ba
Criminology
La Crosse, Wisconsin
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 seth wayne Kaefring, ba
Criminology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Leah Marie Karns, ba eduCation
History
The Study of Religion
Marshalltown, Iowa
 KayLa renae KarrMann, ba
Sociology
Gerontology: Social Sciences
West Des Moines, Iowa
#MCKenna Lee Karsten, ba
Sociology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 benjaMin andrew Keating, ba
Sociology
Iowa City, Iowa
*eLizabeth anna Keesy, ba
Social Work
Cedar Falls, Iowa
**aLLison Marie Kehoe, ba
Interior Design
Poplar Grove, Illinois
University Honors
Thesis: Updating the Classroom: 
Incorporating Modern Technology into 
Elementary Schools
%Kara Lynn Keigan, ba
Textile and Apparel
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 jennifer niCoLe KeiteL, ba
Psychology
Criminology
De Witt, Iowa
 Megan gibson Kennedy, ba
Political Communication
Mount Pleasant, Iowa
 anthony MeLvin KeteLaar, ba
Anthropology
The Study of Religion
Davenport, Iowa
#aManda CaroLine Khader, ba
Psychology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
%CheLsea niCoLe Kies, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Keokuk, Iowa
 staCie diane KinCade, ba
Textile and Apparel
Marketing: Sales Management
Dubuque, Iowa
%david wiLLiaM Knapp, ba
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§%danaKa Karen Knudson, ba
Psychology
De Witt, Iowa
 jessie Mae KraMer, ba
Psychology
Central City, Iowa
 haris KudiC, ba
Psychology
Waterloo, Iowa
 aLyssa Marie Kudron, ba
Public Administration: Human 
Resources
Treynor, Iowa
 danieLLe renae LaMb, ba
Anthropology
The Study of Religion
West Des Moines, Iowa
 ryan C. Lange, ba
Anthropology
Dubuque, Iowa
 abbigaiL jo Larson, ba
Social Work
Marathon, Iowa
 Kathryn raCheL Lee, ba
Psychology
Waterloo, Iowa
%aLyssa ann Leibfried, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Dubuque, Iowa
 niChoLas john-russeLL Leidigh, ba
Psychology
Marion, Iowa
 aLanna MiCheLLe LeMay, ba
Anthropology
Oskaloosa, Iowa
 jaMes tanner LeMon, ba
Psychology
Management: Human Resource 
Management
Keokuk, Iowa
%rebeCCa Kay Lensing, ba
Interior Design
Finance: Financial Management
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 robert Christopher Leonard, ba
Anthropology
Bettendorf, Iowa
 Marissa ann Libbey, ba
Textile and Apparel
Manson, Iowa
#niCoLe ann Lightfoot, ba
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Administration
Guttenberg, Iowa
 jaMie Mae LindstroM, ba
Social Work
Family Services
Hudson, Wisconsin
 jarrod dougLas Lister, ba
Psychology
Ankeny, Iowa
%aLivia Marie LittLefieLd, ba
Psychology
Dunkerton, Iowa
#haLee MiCheLLe LLoyd, ba
Social Work
Lakeside, Iowa
 tyrei Monet Lofton, ba
Criminology
Sac City, Iowa
#brieLLe KathLeen Luft, ba
Textile and Apparel
Sioux City, Iowa
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 eLizabeth ann LynCh, ba
Public Administration: Community and 
Regional Development
Political Science
Burlington, Iowa
#eMiLy nieLsen LynCh, ba
Textile and Apparel
Marshalltown, Iowa
#KeLvin d’antrey MaCKey, ba
Psychology
Tucson, Arizona
 KeLsey Kay Mahood, ba
Gerontology: Long Term Care 
Administration
Vinton, Iowa
#%brittany anne MarLey, ba
Social Work
West Union, Iowa
%KyLe jeffery Marxen, ba
Criminology
Anthropology
Sociology
Davenport, Iowa
 andrea Lynne Mason, ba
Psychology
Coralville, Iowa
 toM everett MCCLiMon, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
De Witt, Iowa
 LaMeiKa MCCray-fenton, ba
Criminology
Chicago, Illinois
 abigaiL eLizabeth MCdoweLL, ba
Social Work
Charles City, Iowa
 heather anne MCguire, ba
Social Work
Marion, Iowa
 Christopher dougLas doLan MCintyre, ba 
eduCation
History
Indianola, Iowa
#Katie eLizabeth MCMartin, ba
Interior Design
Grundy Center, Iowa
**abigaiL eLizabeth MCniChoLs, ba
Social Work
Des Moines, Iowa
 breanna gean MeLter, ba
Textile and Apparel
Central City, Iowa
%bridget eLizabeth Merritt, ba
Family Services
Cascade, Iowa
 MaCKenzie KiMberLy Mertens, ba
Family Services
Iowa City, Iowa
 niChoLas david MerwaLd, ba
Criminology
Emmetsburg, Iowa
#brianna CheLsey Meyer, ba
Interior Design
Eldridge, Iowa
 KayLee jae MiCheLson, ba
Family Services
Fayette, Iowa
#jennifer niCoLe MiLLer, ba
Sociology
Waterloo, Iowa
 MiChaeL LuKe Minnier, ba
Public Administration: Community and 
Regional Development
Monona, Iowa
 deMi Marie Monaghan, ba
Psychology
Hampton, Iowa
#CarLy Marie Monroe, ba
Social Work
Clermont, Iowa
 austin riChard Moore, ba
Psychology
Criminology
New Hartford, Iowa
 riChard jaMes Morgan, ba
Criminology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 tiffany sharie Mosby, ba
Family Services
Saint Louis, Missouri
 MarCus wiLLis Moshier, ba
Criminology
Marion, Iowa
%saM evan MossMan, ba
Psychology
Webster City, Iowa
#paige rebeCCa MuLLins, ba
Anthropology
Criminology
Saint Marys, Iowa
 Leya neeMa, ba
Psychology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 wesLey word negus, ba eduCation
History
Waterloo, Iowa
%abigaiL Lynn neighbour, ba
Family Services
Ankeny, Iowa
 baiLee raCheLLe neLson, ba
Social Work
Marcus, Iowa
§nyawargaK C. ngut, ba
Family Services
Storm Lake, Iowa
***Marie anne nieLsen, ba
Psychology
Social Work
Lake Mills, Iowa
 Laura ann nostviCK, ba
Psychology
Fayette, Iowa
 sandra Marie oCaMpo, ba
Criminology
Muscatine, Iowa
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%jaMiee rae ohM, ba
Psychology
New Hampton, Iowa
 eMiLy joyCe parKer, ba
Sociology
Marion, Iowa
 sarah M. parKison, ba
Psychology
Earlham, Iowa
#raCheL ann patterson, ba
Social Work 
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 aLexander MiChaeL pauLs, ba eduCation
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Social Science Teaching
Manchester, Iowa
 Connor robert perry, ba
Psychology
Criminology
Huxley, Iowa
§erin seLine pershaLL, ba
Family Services
Blue Grass, Iowa
 Merrisa Maxine petersen, ba
Psychology
Criminology
Forest City, Iowa
#isaaC jeraLd pezLey, ba
Public Administration: Economics and 
Finance
Pella, Iowa
 sarah Marie phiLLips, ba
Social Work
Indianola, Iowa
 Lindsey CLaire pLuMMer, ba
Psychology
Centerville, Iowa
 LesLie janeLLe posteL, ba
Social Work
Independence, Iowa
 perLa ivette quintaniLLa, ba
Social Work
Le Mars, Iowa
#MiKaL Catherine ratChford, ba
Family Services
Social Work
Waterloo, Iowa
%aManda Marie ratCLiff, ba
Gerontology: Social Sciences
West Des Moines, Iowa
 hayLie MiCheLe reed, ba
Social Work
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Megan Leigh reese, ba
Psychology
Ottumwa, Iowa
%KaitLyn franCes reiLLy, ba
Psychology
Grinnell, Iowa
**Matthew david reinert, ba
Social Work
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 KyLe Matthew reKeMeyer, ba
Psychology
English
Tipton, Iowa
**tatiana Marie riCe, ba
Criminology
Trempealeau, Wisconsin
University Honors
Thesis: Contrasting American 
and Chinese Exceptionalism: 
Representations of Political Corruption 
 Maggie Kay riLey, ba
History
Ankeny, Iowa
 juLia CheLsea sneLL rivas, ba
Psychology
Ackworth, Iowa
 jordin KathLeen roberts, ba
Psychology
Bettendorf, Iowa
 zane Lee roberts, ba
Criminology
Primghar, Iowa
§Mayra azuCena roCha, ba
Family Services
San Antonio, Texas
%jordan phiLip roCKweLL, ba
Political Science
Maquoketa, Iowa
 jaMes edward roethLer, ba
Psychology
Janesville, Iowa
 rogan robert roosa, ba
Political Science
West Des Moines, Iowa
 breanna niCoLe rosas, ba
Psychology
Fort Madison, Iowa
#wayne raLston rose, ba
Geography: Environmental Systems 
and Sustainability
Newton, Iowa
%LuCas MiChaeL roseLand, ba eduCation
History
Le Grand, Iowa
*riLey Kenyon rozendaaL, ba
Criminology
Sully, Iowa
 anna jiLL ryder, ba
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#jenna franCes saLzbrenner, ba eduCation
History
Marion, Iowa
%brooKe Lynn saMueLson, ba
Psychology
Leisure, Youth and Human Services
Fennimore, Wisconsin
§%CheLsea pearL sandven, ba
Criminology
Psychology
Humboldt, Iowa
 KateLyn Marie santaCroCe, ba
Social Work
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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§ashLey satterLee, ba
Social Work
Dunkerton, Iowa
 jessiCa Leigh sCherbring, ba
Sociology
Psychology
Dyersville, Iowa
#%Katherine Mary sChiCKeL, ba
Social Work
Mason City, Iowa
 ChLoe danieLLe sChMidt, ba
History
Norway, Iowa
#CoLtin edward sChMidt, ba
Criminology
New Hampton, Iowa
§Lindsey Kay sChMidt, ba
Family Services
Clinton, Iowa
 sydney eLsie sChneCKLoth, ba
Psychology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Carissa therese sChneider, ba
Criminology
Holy Cross, Iowa
 brian jeroMe sChreCK, ba
Criminology
Carroll, Iowa
#%Cody joseph sChuLte, ba
Psychology
Philosophy
Waverly, Iowa
§deMiKa sCott, ba
Social Work
Des Moines, Iowa
 tayLor jo see-paLar, ba
Psychology
Carlisle, Iowa
 Meaghan danieLLe sharp, ba eduCation
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Social Science Teaching
Ankeny, Iowa
%aLi jo sheahan, ba
Family Services
Roland, Iowa
 Larry wayne shonK, ba eduCation
History
Independence, Iowa
 MitCheLL sinnweLL, ba
Public Administration: Economics and 
Finance
New Hampton, Iowa
#sheLby Lynn sLoan, ba
Psychology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Krystin niChoLe sMith, ba
Psychology
Batavia, Illinois
**reed Logan sMith, ba
Psychology
Spencer, Iowa
 Lauren eLizabeth soLseth, ba
Psychology
Altoona, Iowa
#Morgan Lynn sowers, ba
History
Red Oak, Iowa
 ryne adaM stajCar, ba
Criminology
Minburn, Iowa
§tyLer reid stanLey, ba
Public Administration: Economics and 
Finance
Norwalk, Iowa
*spenCer aLLen stater, bs
Geography - Geographic Information 
Science: Environmental Science and 
Policy
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Megan Catherine steaLey, ba
Family Services
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
%aLexandra eLaine stewart, ba
Family Services
Ames, Iowa
#evan jaMes stoaKes, ba
Public Administration: Economics and 
Finance
Gladbrook, Iowa
§CharLie strange, ba
Social Work
San Antonio, Texas
#%diandra rose streLow, ba
Family Services
New Hartford, Iowa
 hannah eLizabeth strong, ba
Family Services
Keokuk, Iowa
 seth andrew strong, ba
Criminology
Keokuk, Iowa
 breanna Kristine suLLivan, ba
Family Services
Mason City, Iowa
 draKe Matthew swanson, ba
Political Science
Burlington, Iowa
 jared pauL swanson, ba eduCation
History
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#Keaton adaM swanson, ba
Interior Design
Ottumwa, Iowa
**john grant szyManeK, ba
History
Anthropology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Christina MiCheLLe tafoLLa, ba
Family Services
Oelwein, Iowa
 sabrina tayLor, ba
Social Work
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 jaCob danieL thieLe, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan A 
Specialist
Sioux City, Iowa
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#ashLey ann throndson, ba
Family Services
Waucoma, Iowa
%steven j. tiMM, ba
Criminology
Muscatine, Iowa
§eLizabeth torres herrera, ba
Social Work
Waterloo, Iowa
 troy aLLen trafton, ba
History
Kalona, Iowa
#anthony troyna, ba eduCation
History
New Hampton, Iowa
 Matthew Lee tuLL, ba
Criminology
Sheffield, Iowa
 Linsey eLise turner, ba
Family Services
Washington, Iowa
*KeLsey ann uMthun, ba
Family Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 zaChary david waLgren, ba
Social Work
Brighton, Iowa
 rebeCCa Kay waLKer, ba
Public Administration: Human 
Resources
Altoona, Iowa
*Matthew gregory waLston, ba eduCation
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Social Science Teaching
Vinton, Iowa
 Lea anne eve waLters, ba
Social Work
Waverly, Iowa
#MadeLine eLizabeth warner, ba
Interior Design
Stillman Valley, Illinois
#paige niCoLe watson, ba
Textile and Apparel
Mason City, Iowa
 jennifer eLaine webster, ba
Social Work
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MiChaeL Christian weideMann, ba
Social Work
Dike, Iowa
 Matthew wiLLiaM weir, ba
Criminology
Emmetsburg, Iowa
#graCe eLizabeth weLCh, ba
Sociology
West Des Moines, Iowa
*Megan irene white, ba
Family Services
Runnells, Iowa
#joseph MiChaeL whitteMore, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Davenport, Iowa
 jasMine rae wiLLiaMs, ba eduCation
Social Science Teaching - Plan B All 
Social Science Teaching
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MoLLy niCoLe wood, ba
Textile and Apparel
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 daKota LanCaster woodLey, ba
Family Services
Edgewood, Iowa
 Kenneth ray woods, ba
Textile and Apparel
Des Moines, Iowa
 peter andrade wyndhaM, ba eduCation
History
Manor, Texas
 yang yang, ba
Psychology
ShenYang, China
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University of Northern Iowa
Commencement
May 7, 2016    McLeod Center 6:00 p .m .
William N . Ruud, Ph .D .
President of the University
Presiding
Barbara A . Cutter, Ph .D .
Associate Dean, Graduate College and Associate Professor 
Commencement Marshal
PRELUDE CONCERT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ronald Johnson, Ed .D . 
Professor and Conductor
PROCESSIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .University of Northern Iowa Wind Symphony 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Candidates for Degrees
 Candidates from the Graduate College
The Faculty 
 Members of the Faculty
 The Heads of the Departments
 
The President’s Party
 The Commencement Marshal
 The President
 Members of the Board of Regents
 Platform Guests
 Officers of the University
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jeffrey Brich, M .M . 
Tenor- Instructor of Music
PRESENTATION OF THE COLORS………………………………………… . . . . .UNI ROTC Honor Guard
WELCOME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .………………………………… .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President
RECOGNITION OF MILITARY PERSONNEL……………………… . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President .
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STUDENT ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Emily Francis
     Candidate for Master of Arts in Geography
BOARD OF REGENTS ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Subhash C . Sahai, M .D .
     
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
 Graduate College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Kavita Dhanwada, Ph .D .,
Dean, Graduate College and Associate Provost, Academic Affairs
  Doctor of Education
  Specialist in Education
  Master of Accounting
  Master of Arts
  Master of Arts in Education
  Master of Business Administration
  Master of Music
  Master of Public Policy
  Master of Science
  Master of Social Work  
   
CONFERRING OF DEGREES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President
READER OF THE CANDIDATES NAMES…………………………………… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Christopher Cox 
     Dean and Professor of Library Service, M .L .S .
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates as they are individually named . Your enthusiasm is 
understandable but may interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the program .   
     
ALUMNI INDUCTION…………………………………………………… . . . . . . . .……………Michelle Koller 
Chair of the UNI Alumni Association Board of Directors 
CLOSING REMARKS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .William N . Ruud, Ph .D ., President
UNI ALMA MATER…………………………………………………… . . . . . . . .… . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Kayla Kjeldseth
Graduate student, Vocal Performance
CLOSING SELECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .University of Northern Iowa Wind Symphony 
RECEPTION: Please join the graduating students and faculty for a reception on the McLeod 
Concourse immediately following the ceremony . Light refreshments will be served .
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College of Business Administration
Graduate Candidates
#MiChaeL a. adaMs, Mba
Business Administration
Waterloo, Iowa
%ariana Marie aquiLani, MaCC
Accounting
Clinton, Iowa
 jessiCa ann fLahive, MaCC
Accounting
Pella, Iowa
 aMber jayne freeseMann, MaCC
Accounting
Waverly, Iowa
 eriC riChard frye, MaCC
Accounting
Altoona, Iowa
 MaCy jane garwood, MaCC
Accounting
Grundy Center, Iowa
 dereK MiChaeL hertges, MaCC
Accounting
Calmar, Iowa
#tyLer MiChaeL Kane, MaCC
Accounting
Peosta, Iowa
#suyi Ma, Mba
Business Administration
Zhoushan, China
 disha ananthraM naidu, MaCC
Accounting
Bangalore, India
#eMiLy esther quinby, MaCC
Accounting
Mason City, Iowa
**Matthew thoMas reitz, MaCC
Accounting
Denison, Iowa
%Megan Lynn sChMidt, MaCC
Accounting
Grinnell, Iowa
 venKata Krishna heManth vuppaLa, Mba
Business Administration
Waterloo, Iowa
#%Catherine L. weaver, Mba
Business Administration
Eldora, Iowa
#CaroLe Lynne white, Mba
Business Administration
Storm Lake, Iowa
#ji zhu, Mba
Business Administration
Shanghai, China
Notes:  ***Summa Cum Laude – top 3%of College
 **Magna Cum Laude – top 4-8%of College
 *Cum Laude – top 9-15%of College
 55 hour minimum at UNI
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College of Education
Graduate Candidates
Doctoral Candidates
 rashed a. aLdabas, edd
Special Education
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Dissertation: Preservice Special 
Education Teachers’ Perceptions of their 
Knowledge and Skills of Augmentative 
and Alternative Communication
 zaid ah aLKouri, edd
Education: Curriculum and Instruction
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Dissertation: Using Contents and 
Containers to Investigate Problem 
Solving Strategies among Toddlers
 Megan p. brady, edd
Rehabilitation Studies
Marcus, Iowa
Dissertation: Evaluating the Ability of a 
Synthetic Model Knee to Mimic Varying 
Degrees of Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
Integrity 
#thoMas M. fLaCK, edd
Allied Health, Recreation, and 
Community Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Dissertation: The relationship of 
walkability, social capital and 
the built environment in a Blue 
Zones® demonstration site community
 jennifer L. fLores, edd
Special Education
Dubuque, Iowa
Dissertation: Examining Aided Input
Intervention in a Classroom Setting for
Children Labeled with Significant
Disabilities
#eriC jaMes gjerde, edd
Doctor of Education: Educational 
Leadership
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Dissertation: A Qualitative Study of the 
Perceptions of Public School Teachers 
and Administrators on the Teachers’ 
Association and the Collective Bargaining 
Process in an Iowa Urban School Setting
#%juLie Leigh KLein, edd
Education: Curriculum and Instruction
Decorah, Iowa
 Kristina M. Leen, edd
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Dissertation: Campus Recreation and 
Its Impact on Grade Point Average and 
Retention Rates
 benjaMin d. oLsen, edd
Education: Curriculum and Instruction
Voorhies, Iowa
Dissertation: Preservice and Practicing 
Teacher Science Inquiry Projects: An 
Analysis of their Understanding of the 
Inquiry Process
#triCia L. sChrage, edd
Rehabilitation Studies
New Hartford, Iowa
Dissertation: Identifying Meaningful 
Patient Health Outcomes among the 
Athletic Population
#zeina h. yousof, edd
Special Education
Toledo, Ohio
Dissertation: “Joy for What Is”: 
Narratives of Two Mothers on Raising 
Their Children with Disabilities 
Specialist Candidates
%paige Katherine aMundson, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Altoona, Iowa
 aMy Lee CarLon, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Thesis: Promoting Bullying Prevention 
and Intervention Through Forgiveness 
Education
 haiLey MarLene Christianson, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Johnston, Iowa
 raCheL ann eLLingson, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Monroe, Wisconsin
Thesis: Adolescents’ Self-Disclosure and 
Risk-Taking Online
 tess eLizabeth garCeau, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Oelwein, Iowa
Thesis: An Investigation of Prosocial 
and Health Risk Behaviors as Predictors 
of Academic Motivation
#eMeraLd jo Kissinger, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Ridgeway, Iowa
Thesis: The Effectiveness of a Sunshine 
Circle in a Kindergarten Classroom as a 
Classroom Based Interactive Play Group
 rebeCCa anne MohniKe, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Seward, Nebraska
Notes:  ***Summa Cum Laude – top 3%of College
 **Magna Cum Laude – top 4-8%of College
 *Cum Laude – top 9-15%of College
 55 hour minimum at UNI
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 aMy jo syfert sChiLLing, eds
Educational Psychology: School 
Psychology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Masters Candidates
 britta ann adaMs, Ma
Instructional Technology
Davenport, Iowa
 KiMberLy juLia asChbrenner, Ma
Health Education: Community Health 
Education Emphasis
Waverly, Iowa
#Cori Lyn austin, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Greenfield, Missouri
 yvonne traCy ayesiga, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Kampala, Uganda
#diane Marie bahrenfuss, Mae
Literacy Education
Webster City, Iowa
#tayLor rae bauMgartner, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Strawberry Point, Iowa
 KeLLy ann behMer, Mae
Literacy Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 KiMber a. beLL, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Sardis, Georgia
#neaL dougLas bentLey, Mae
Principalship
West Union, Iowa
#sean d. boss, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Cedar Falls, Iowa
§jana geertruida braaKhuis, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Velen, Germany
 ryne edward burds, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Peosta, Iowa
 angeLa jo butLer, Mae
Early Childhood Education
Johnston, Iowa
#jennifer Marie CaMarata, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#Lydia CarLson, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Hopkins, Minnesota
 eMiLy duCKworth johns Chaffin, Mae
Literacy Education
Milford, Iowa
#MoniCa Chavez, Ma
Health Education: Community Health 
Education Emphasis
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 sara eLizabeth CLaMan, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Dallas Center, Iowa
#sharon Marie CoLLins, Mae
Literacy Education
Waverly, Iowa
 Christa Louise Cortesio, Ma
Health Education: Community Health 
Education Emphasis
Centerville, Iowa
 sarah eLaine CriM, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Boone, Iowa
 Lanie Marie Crouse, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Maxwell, Iowa
#ryan wiLLiaM Curtin, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin
 Kristofer Matthew CzerwieC, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Waverly, Iowa
Thesis: The Effect of Participating 
on Service Trips on Community 
Engagement and Student Development 
 stephanie Menezes daLMaCio, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Bowling Green, Ohio
Thesis: Female Athletes’ Perceptions 
towards Alcohol and Performance: A 
Psychological Approach
 aLexandra ann deisbeCK, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Carroll, Iowa
#danieL j. drees, Ms
Athletic Training
Earlville, Iowa
Thesis: The effect of icebag application 
on musculoskeletal pain during 
application
 apriL s. a drew, Mae
Special Education: Field Specialization 
Emphasis
Plainfield, Iowa
 aLyssa haLee dyaLL, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Mount Pleasant, Iowa
 Kenton Lin engeLs, Ma
Instructional Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 sarah eLizabeth farber, Mae
Early Childhood Education
Dubuque, Iowa
 benjaMin jonathan feight, Ma
Instructional Technology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 abigaiL Marie fish, Ma
Instructional Technology
Homestead, Iowa
#robin niCoLe foster, Mae
Principalship
Center Point, Iowa
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 joanna Mary freKing-sMith, Ma
School Library Studies
Storm Lake, Iowa
#Matthew e. freriCKs, Ms
Athletic Training
Le Center, Minnesota
Thesis: Clinical Education Learning 
Environments: Difference Between 
Perceived and Preferred Experiences of 
Athletic Training Student
 bradLey gerein, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Dubuque, Iowa
 Lisa gogeL, Ma
School Library Studies
Davenport, Iowa
 robert M. green, Ma
Instructional Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
wiLLiaM vinCent gruMan, Ma
Instructional Technology
Osage, Iowa
#eLizabeth susan hagan, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Bayard, Iowa
 Cassandra rae haLes, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Denver, Iowa
 abigaiL Louise hendriCKson, Ma
School Library Studies
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 LuCas MitCheLL herrig, Ma
Health Education: Community Health 
Education Emphasis
Davenport, Iowa
 destery KahLiL hiLdenbrand, Ma
Instructional Technology
Marion, Iowa
#brenda eLLen hite, Mae
Literacy Education
Reinbeck, Iowa
Thesis: Syntactic Structures in Dialogue
#%Mistaya Louise hoefLing, Mae
Principalship
Odebolt, Iowa
#aLLison CoLLeen hoLLand, Mae
Principalship
Davenport, Iowa
#MarCus joe hora, Mae
Literacy Education
Marion, Iowa
Thesis: Self-Management of Cognitive 
Load in Children
#zeb aLberton hubner, Mae
Principalship
Eldridge, Iowa
#Levi garrett hunerdosse, Mae
Principalship
Tama, Iowa
#shehreen iqtadar, Mae
Special Education: Field Specialization 
Emphasis
Islamabad, Pakistan
 sarah paMeLa jaCKMan, Mae
Literacy Education
Dubuque, Iowa
 jennifer Lynn jansen, Mae
Early Childhood Education
DeWitt, Iowa
 dawn janette johnson, Mae
Early Childhood Education
Centerville, Iowa
#jaCKLyn rand johnson, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Minneapolis, Minnesota
 CarLey joy johnston, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Altoona, Iowa
%tiMothy CarL Kangas, Mae
Curriculum and Instruction: Education 
of the Gifted
Waverly, Iowa
 sara eLizabeth Kayser, Mae
Early Childhood Education
North Liberty, Iowa
#rebeCCa Kay KedLey, Mae
Principalship
Osceola, Iowa
#Casey john KettMann, Mae
Principalship
Dubuque, Iowa
 jaCob Corey King, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa
%rebeCCa j. Kinnander, Ma
Instructional Technology
Armstrong, Iowa
#%Kristina eLizabeth-ann Kofoot, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Algona, Iowa
Thesis: Certified Nonprofit Professionals 
and the Influence of College Debt on 
Early Work Force Choices 
#aaron MiChaeL KrejCi, Ms
Athletic Training
Blooming Prairie, Minnesota
 dana Marie LaMpe, Ma
Instructional Technology
Marion, Iowa
#%raCheL anne Lang, Ma
Health Education: Health Promotion/
Fitness Management Emphasis
Johnston, Iowa
 Katie Marie LangMeier, Ms
Athletic Training
Cuba City, Wisconsin
 jayne eveLyn Larsen, Mae
Literacy Education
Grimes, Iowa
 Cynthia ann Lefeber, Mae
Early Childhood Education
Harlan, Iowa
#ashLey Kay LindahL, Ms
Athletic Training
Blaine, Minnesota
 KayLey gabieLLe LobbereCht, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Fort Madison, Iowa
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#jennifer C. Logan-Lorenz, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#ryan robert LuensMan, Mae
Principalship
Monticello, Iowa
 jennifer ashLey Lynes, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Waverly, Iowa
#traCie Lynn MarshaLL, Ma
School Library Studies
Marion, Iowa
#Christy Marie Martin, Mae
Early Childhood Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
niChoLas Levi Marx, Mae
Principalship
Spirit Lake, Iowa
#shane M. MCCLintoCK, Ma
Health Education: Community Health 
Education Emphasis
Waterloo, Iowa
Thesis: Possible Health Detriments 
from Chemical/Metal Exposures in the 
Groundwater and Soil from Commercial 
and Industrial Sites in Waterloo and 
Cedar Falls, Iowa
sarah danieLLe MCKee, Ma
Instructional Technology
Burlington, Iowa
 Morgan MeseKe, Ma
Health Education: Health Promotion/
Fitness Management Emphasis
Bettendorf, Iowa
 jennifer Lyn MiLLer, Mae
Early Childhood Education
Muscatine, Iowa
 Matthew j. MoLuMby, Ma
Instructional Technology
Manchester, Iowa
%aManda Mae Moritz, Ma
Instructional Technology
Mason City, Iowa
 aManda jiLL MroCh, Mae
Literacy Education
Marion, Iowa
#aLMin MurgiC, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Waterloo, Iowa
Christine CaroLe nebbia, Mae
Literacy Education
Lombard, Illinois
#jaMie Marie neLson, Mae
Literacy Education
Montezuma, Iowa
Thesis: Belief and Practice: A Self-Study
 ashLey ann oLeson, Mae
Literacy Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#sara Marie paar, Mae
Early Childhood Education
Marshalltown, Iowa
 shane donLin paige, Ma
Instructional Technology
Waterloo, Iowa
#panayiotis papadopouLos, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Nicosia, Cyprus
Thesis: The Role of Rhythm Step in 
Sports
 Keegan Cooper parrott, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
Waunakee, Wisconsin
#%ryan dougLas pauLson, Mae
Principalship
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 KiMberLy Kay Carr peterson, Ma
School Library Studies
Red Oak, Iowa
#jordan Matthew poLLoCK, Mae
Principalship
West Union, Iowa
 CLaudia MiaKiMeni puMpuni, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Tamale, Ghana
 Mindy Marie reiMer, Ma
School Library Studies
Garnavillo, Iowa
#Lori Christine resChLy, Mae
Principalship
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 raCheL Lee ruane, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Altoona, Iowa
 jaCK Louis ruMMeLLs, Ma
Physical Education: Kinesiology 
Emphasis
West Branch, Iowa
 aLison jeneL sauter, Ma
Instructional Technology
Indianola, Iowa
 KiLey a. sChMidt, Ma
Postsecondary Education: Student 
Affairs
Holstein, Iowa
 Matthew Lee sChMidt, Ma
Instructional Technology
Council Bluffs, Iowa
#Lisa renee sChneider, Mae
Special Education: Field Specialization 
Emphasis
Wellman, Iowa
#dana eLLen sChrader, Mae
Principalship
Ankeny, Iowa
 rastafari iMManueL sMith, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Waterloo, Iowa
#Christina Mae sMoCK, Mae
Educational Psychology: Context and 
Techniques of Assessment
Leighton, Iowa
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#jennifer diane stevens, Ma
Leisure Youth and Human Services
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Thesis: Career Development and 
Trajectories: Women in Senior-Level 
Management Positions in Nonprofit 
Organizations and Government 
Agencies
%Courtney ann teMpLeton, Mae
Literacy Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 renee eLizabeth thoMas, Ma
Instructional Technology
Fairfield, Iowa
#andrew g. vereen, Ms
Athletic Training
Sioux City, Uzbekistan
Thesis: Pride and Motivational 
Tendencies in Division I Athletes After 
Injury
#aManda Maria wasyLiK, Mae
Literacy Education
Wake Forest, North Carolina
%viCtoria aLexandrea watson, Mae
Special Education: Field Specialization
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#paMeLa jean westendorf, Ms
Athletic Training
Oelwein, Iowa
Thesis: Perfectionism and Fear of 
Failure in Relation to Injury Occurrence 
and Rehabilitation Behaviors
%Linsey niCoLe ziMMerMan, Ma
Instructional Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
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College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences
Graduate Candidates
 ibraheeM naif ananzeh, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 neiL dennis anders, MM
Music Education
Odebolt, Iowa
#aduKwu saMueL atadoga, Ma
Communication Studies: Public 
Relations Emphasis
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Thesis: Western Media Coverage of 
International News: A Content Analysis 
of Associated Press Coverage of Africa
 eLizabeth rose beCKer, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish Emphasis
Waterloo, Iowa
 juLia ann bLaho, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Woodstock, Illinois
 jordan jaMes boehM, MM
Performance: Wind/Percussion/
Keyboard/String Specialization
Mandan, North Dakota
Recital: Jordan Boehm in Recital
 renee niCoLe borgLuM, Ma
Science Education
Waverly, Iowa
Thesis: The Effects of Blended Learning 
on Critical Thinking in a High School 
Earth Science Class
 Courtney Lynn bostwiCK, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Lake View, Iowa
 hoLLy M. botzuM, Ma
Music
Medina, Ohio
 dree autuMnann braKKe, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Ames, Iowa
 david branson, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Des Moines, Iowa
#sCott neiL bredMan, Ma
Communication Studies: Communication 
Education Emphasis
Shueyville, Iowa
#Loryn suzanne brinKopf, Ma
Communication Studies: Communication 
Education Emphasis
Sumner, Iowa
 brandon MiChaeL brooKs, Ms
Technology
Sigourney, Iowa
#jennifer Lynn brown, Ma
Science Education
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 MCKenzie ann bruCh, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Templeton, Iowa
 Megan Lyn butz, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Pella, Iowa
 jenifer Lynn Carstensen, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 Lynette jean Cavin, Ma
Spanish
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 brian adaM CheMin, Ms
Computer Science
Jesup, Iowa
 Chuyu Chen, psM
Industrial Mathematics
Dongguan, China
 Katharine eLizabeth ChiLCote, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Belle Plaine, Iowa
 KaeLa Marie CoLeMan, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Peosta, Iowa
#Cory jaMes dahLstroM, Ma
English: English Studies Emphasis
Mason City, Iowa
Thesis: The Cultural and Rhetorical 
Elements of American Picaresque
 Kathryn MiCheLLe deCKer, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 jennifer duggan derKs, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Dubuque, Iowa
%eMiLy suzanne deters, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Storm Lake, Iowa
 MiChaeL Chase diCKerson, MM
Composition
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Recital: Music as a Means of 
Connecting, Understanding, and Being 
Understood
 LeiLa ann eriKsen, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Sioux City, Iowa
 sheLby Lea farrer, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Sioux City, Iowa
Notes:  %Legacy
 #Summer
 §Fall 2016
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#jereMy joseph fettKether, Ms
Technology
Waterloo, Iowa
%raCheL reed fLesburg, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Davenport, Iowa
 staCia Kay fortune, MM
Performance: Wind/Percussion/
Keyboard/String Specialization
Urbandale, Iowa
Recital: A Masters Recital in Clarinet
#%erin renee frinK, Ma
English: Literature Emphasis
San Diego, California
Thesis: Romantic Melancholy: European 
Post-Enlightenment Protest in the Age 
of Reason
#Kenneth Marion funK, Ms
Computer Science
Hiawatha, Iowa
%abbie a. gaCKe, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Rock Rapids, Iowa
#Craig joseph goettLe, Ma
Music
Donnybrook, North Dakota
#raCheL Marie gregory, Ma
Women’s and Gender Studies
Beverly Hills, California
Thesis: Sex and Political Participation on 
Facebook
 MaCKenzie j. gustafson, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Sheldon, Iowa
 josh a. haKanson, MM
Jazz Pedagogy
Cedar Falls, Iowa
A Master’s Recital in Jazz Pedagogy: A 
Performance-Demonstration of Rhythm 
Section Instruments, Compositions and 
Arrangements by Josh Hakanson
 KiMberLie janeLLe haLL, Ma
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Ottumwa, Iowa
%saMueL dietz harris, Ma
Communication Studies: General 
Communication Emphasis
Ankeny, Iowa
 anna rose hastings, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Panora, Iowa
 aManda jo huisMan, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Osage, Iowa
 bryan Matthew johnson, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Mystic, Iowa
 ann CoLLeen jones, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Richland, Iowa
#KayLa brea KjeLdseth, MM
Performance: Voice Specialization
Sioux City, Iowa
Recital: Recital in Voice
 brian david KLing, MM
Music Education
Mediapolis, Iowa
 baiLey Marie Knudson, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Guthrie Center, Iowa
 KarLa a. KoCh, Ma
English: Literature Emphasis
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 MeLody Lyn KosobuCKi, MM
Piano Performance and Pedagogy
Superior, Wisconsin
Recital: A Graduate Recital in Piano
rebeCCa jean Kubitz, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Asbury, Iowa
#andrew de pauL Leinen, Ms
Technology
Red Oak, Iowa
%jaKe anthony LiMburg, Ma
English: Creative Writing Emphasis
Sumner, Iowa
Thesis: Degausser and Other Stories
 jaraeL aKeeM Madyun, Ma
Communication Studies: General 
Communication Emphasis
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
 ravi teja Marneni, Ms
Technology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 dawne MCCLure, Ma
Communication Studies: Mass 
Communication Emphasis
Pomona, California
 Meaghan Leigh MerCer, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Des Moines, Iowa
 aLison eLizabeth Meyer, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Blue Grass, Iowa
 KathLeen avery Meyer, MM
Piano Performance and Pedagogy
Grand Rapids, Minnesota
Recital: A Master’s Recital in Piano
 jesse MiChaeL MoeLLer, Ma
Mathematics: Mathematics Emphasis
Davenport, Iowa
Thesis: Some Convergence Properties 
of Minkowski Functionals Given by 
Polytopes
#MiCheLLe joy Monroe, MM
Performance: Voice Specialization
Pierre, South Dakota
Recital: Recital in Voice
 Matthew david MurLey, Ma
Teaching English in Secondary Schools
Bondurant, Iowa
%MarK jaMes naLL, Ma
Science Education
Center Point, Iowa
#tyLer joshua neiguM, Ms
Technology
Traer, Iowa
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 KayLee eLaine o’haLLoran, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Grinnell, Iowa
%eLeanor arMeLLa poe, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 jordan MiChaeL proCtor, Ms
Technology
Parkersburg, Iowa
 jessiCa Lynn reuter, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
LeMars, Iowa
 jessiCa Lynn riebKes, Ms
Biology
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Thesis: Effects of Predator Satiation on 
Seed Predation in New Roadside Prairie 
Plantings
#jaMes aLLen roberts, Ms
Technology
Panora, Iowa
jereMy winfieLd roberts, Ma 
Communication Studies: Organizational 
Communication Emphasis
Manchester, Iowa
 Kirstie eLLen ruhLand, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
LeMars, Iowa
%riLey ann sChreder, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Mount Vernon, Iowa
 renee Katherine sChuLtz, MM
Music Education
Lena, Illinois
%jenna rae shirLey, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Hudson, Iowa
 jiLLian Kay siehLMann, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish Emphasis
Ankeny, Iowa
 hasudin siLjKoviC, Ms
Technology
Waterloo, Iowa
 Christiana robyn sMith, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages/Spanish
Des Moines, Iowa
 tara dawn sMith, MM
Music Education
Fort Dodge, Iowa
 Martha a. stone, Ma
Science Education
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Thesis: Analysis of the STEBI-B 
Instrument as it is Used to Predict the 
Science Teaching Self-Efficacy Beliefs of 
Preservice Elementary Teachers
 paige t suwansKi, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Algonquin, Illinois
 aMber Marie heise tiedt, Ma
Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages
Readlyn, Iowa
#riLey pauL ubben, Ma
Communication Studies: Public 
Relations Emphasis
Sheffield, Iowa
 naoya ueMatsu, Ma
Mathematics: Mathematics Emphasis
Osaka, Japan
Thesis: Lights Out Game with Cellular 
Automaton
 jaiMe Leigh vandehaar, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Hedrick, Iowa
 Megan Lyn vogt, Ma
Women’s and Gender Studies
Dow City, Iowa
 Lauren anne winter, Ma
Science Education
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Thesis: Exploring How First-Year 
Experiences in Higher Education 
Influence Student Acceptance of 
Biological Evolutionary Theory
 sheLby Lynn wirth, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
Maquoketa, Iowa
 oLivia rae woLf, Ma
Speech-Language Pathology
West Des Moines, Iowa
 di wu, psM
Industrial Mathematics
Beijing, China
 jordan Lee young, Ms
Biology
Maplewood, Minnesota
Thesis: Effects of Soil Type and Plant 
Diversity on Soil Respiration and Litter 
Decomposition in a Tallgrass Prairie 
Biofuel Production System
#xin zhang, Ms
Technology
Jinan, China
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College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Graduate Candidates
 Katie Marie aLLaMan, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Keota, Iowa
 CharLes MiChaeL anderson, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis Emphasis
Toledo, Iowa
 Mariah jane andreasen, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Emmetsburg, Iowa
 darian renee baKer, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Fort Madison, Iowa
 eriKa Marie bandiLLa, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Guttenberg, Iowa
 sheLby rebeCCa bennett, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
West Des Moines, Iowa
 bLair joan birKett, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Dubuque, Iowa
 niCoLe renee bodensChatz, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Bettendorf, Iowa
 diana MarCo boL, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Social Administration 
Concentration
Clive, Iowa
#MeLanie jean boysen, Ma
Psychology: Clinical Science Emphasis
Danbury, Iowa
 jude Marie buChheit, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
St Lucas, Iowa
§sarah eLizabeth CaMMoun, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Waterloo, Iowa
 eboni Coats, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Collins, Mississippi
 LaCey May CoMbs, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Sioux City, Iowa
 Megan eLeanore Conrad, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#heather Marie daLbey, Ma
History
Waverly, Iowa
Thesis: From Soprano to Barking
Dog:” John Cage,  Avant-garde, and
the Counterculture, 1930—1975
 shirLey i. davis, Ma
History
Waterloo, Iowa
Thesis: Dying to Live Forever Sophia 
Harris Journal 1860-1861
 jason thoMas dibben, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Social Administration 
Concentration
La Porte City, Iowa
 trevor danieL disMore, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Independence, Iowa
 hayLey Marie downey, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Reinbeck, Iowa
%tess anne edwards, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Knoxville, Iowa
 Cindy ann enyart, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Postville, Iowa
#eMiLy franCis, Ma
Geography
Hollis, Maine
Thesis: Analyzing Winter Migration
Fidelity and Movement of the Wild
Taimyr Reindeer Herd, Rangifer T .
tarandus
Notes:  %Legacy
 #Summer
 §Fall 2016
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 shaLyn Marie gerLaCh, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Delmar, Iowa
 jereMiah pauL harris, Ma
Counseling: School Counseling 
Emphasis
Chicago, Illinois
 shoshannah niCoLe harweLL, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Oskaloosa, Iowa
 adoniCa rae hennessy, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Toledo, Iowa
%janeeCe Larue hodge, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Social Administration 
Concentration
Waterloo, Iowa
%aLexa Marie hoLMes, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 eriCa eiLeen jaCobsen, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Clermont, Iowa
#garrett edward jepsen, Ma
Geography
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Thesis: Natural Disasters and Disaster
Preparedness at Universities: a Case
Study at the University of Northern
Iowa
 jessiCa Lynne KLahsen, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%Cynthia CaroL Kress, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
%aLexandra niCoLe Lappe, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Dysart, Iowa
#zheng Li, Ma
Psychology: Social Psychology 
Emphasis
Cedar Falls, Iowa
#viCtoria eLizabeth Linnerson, Ma
Psychology: Social Psychology 
Emphasis
Nebraska CIty, Nebraska
Thesis: Resilient to the Threat: 
Moderators of Stereotype Threat and
Women’s Math Performance
 brooKe eLizabeth ManahL, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Hudson, Iowa
 raCheL jean ManternaCh, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
#arif Masrur, Ma
Geography
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Thesis: Understanding Spatiotemporal
Dynamics of Wildfire Activity in the
Arctic Tundra Biome Using MODIS
Data (2001-2015)
#anna neLson, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Iowa City, Iowa
%hannah Leigh overstaKe, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 Katrina yvonne perdue, Ma
History
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 sausha jaMiLa petrosKe, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Waterloo, Iowa
 rebeCCa Lynne priCe, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Social Administration 
Concentration
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
 jennifer ann roLoff, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Waterloo, Iowa
 Morgan ann roths, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
New Hampton, Iowa
 broCK CaMeron roziCh, Ma
Psychology: Social Psychology 
Emphasis
Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Thesis: Labeling of Religious Non-
Believers: The Effect of the “Atheist” 
Title on Moral Judgments about Non-
Theists
%Mary franCes sChMidt-Luhring, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Williamsburg, Iowa
 oLivia Lynn sChnur, Ma
Counseling: Clinical Mental Health 
Counseling Emphasis
Cresco, Iowa
 brooKe shateK, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Elma, Iowa
 raeann bLanChe shoars, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Cedar Falls, Iowa
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 brandt aLan sKiLLing, Ma
History
Marion, Iowa
 saMantha rosaLind sMith, Msw
Social Work: Two-Year Foundation 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Richland, Iowa
#stephanie jo strong, Ma
Psychology: Clinical Science Emphasis
Montpelier, Iowa
 tianna brynn suLLivan, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Social Administration 
Concentration
Osage, Iowa
#oLivia Kay Lynne thoMpson, Ma
Psychology: Social Psychology 
Emphasis
Moline, Illinois
 nyayang ChuoL toang, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Social Administration 
Concentration
Des Moines, Iowa
#sushiL tuLadhar, Ma
Geography
Biratnagar, Nepal
Thesis: Spatiotemporal Assessment
of Condition, Seasonal Trends, and
Determinants of Agriculturally Derived
Nutrients in the Upper Cedar River
Watershed, Iowa
 aManda CaroLine weLLhouse, Ma
History
Cedar Falls, Iowa
 johnathan KyLe wiLLiaMs, Ma
History
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Thesis: “Rock against Reagan”: The 
Punk Movement, Cultural Hegemony, 
and Reaganism in the Eighties
 CarLa jeanette wood, Ma
Social Science
Panora, Iowa
 eMMa eLizabeth yutzy, Msw
Social Work: Advanced Standing 
Program: Trauma Informed Practice 
Concentration
Iowa City, Iowa
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University Organization
Undergraduate degrees at the university are offered through four colleges and Continuing Education and 
Special Programs . Graduate degrees are conferred by the Graduate College .
College of Business Administration
Accounting
Business Teaching
Economics
Finance
Management
Marketing
Management Information Systems
Real Estate
College of Education
Athletic Training
Health Promotion
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Leisure, Youth and Human 
Services
Middle Level Education
Movement and Exercise Science
Physical Education
College of Humanities, Arts and Sciences
American Studies
Applied Physics
Art
Biochemistry
Biology
Biotechnology
Chemistry
Chemistry-Marketing
Communication/Public Relations
Communication/Electronic Media
Communication/Electronic Media 
Production/Performance
Communication/Electronic Media 
Leadership
Communication
Communication Theatre
Communicative Disorders
Computer Science
Construction Management
Earth Science
Electrical Engineering Technology
English
French
Geology
German
Graphic Communications
Graphic Design
Graphic Technologies
Humanities
Interactive Digital Studies
Manufacturing Technology
Mathematics
Modern Languages-Dual
Music
Networking and System 
Administration
Philosophy
Physics
Russian
Science Education
Spanish
Study of Religion
Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages (TESOL)
TESOL/Modern Languages
Technology Education-Teaching
Technology Management
Theatre
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Anthropology
Asian Studies
Criminology
European Studies
Family Services
Geography
Gerontology
Global Studies
History
Interior Design
Political Communication
Political Science
Psychology
Public Administration
Social Science
Social Work
Sociology
Textile and Apparel
Continuing Education and Special Programs
Bachelor of Arts
 General Studies
 General Studies - Nurses
Individual Studies
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Graduate College
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the college of their academic major .
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The Academic Procession
The procession begins with the entrance of the candidates for degrees . Led by faculty marshals, the candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both the Teaching Program and the Liberal 
Arts Program, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Liberal Studies, Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of 
Science enter in groups, representing each of the undergraduate colleges . They are followed by the 
candidates for the highest degrees .
Students wearing a bronze medallion are those graduating summa cum laude (with highest honors), 
which represent the top three percent of each college by grade point average; or those graduating 
students receiving a Purple and Old Gold Award, given to those students who have excelled in 
scholarship or who have shown conspicuous achievement in particular areas .
The procession continues with representatives of the faculty .
The President’s Party forms the final section of the academic procession . Headed by the commencement marshal, it includes the president; members of the Board of Regents, state of 
Iowa; administrative officers; the academic deans; and honored guests .
The individuals leading the procession of the graduates, the faculty and the president’s party carry 
a mace which is a symbol of office . Those individuals are the student body president, the chair 
of the faculty and the university commencement marshal . Over long tradition, a mace is a symbol 
of authority and official celebration . The university mace is the largest of the three maces and it 
embodies the history and dignity of the entire university . The president wears a jeweled “Chain of 
Office” symbolizing the wearer is the leader of the institution . The silver chain includes links with 
the names of previous presidents of the institution, as well as previous names of the university .
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges . Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system 
of academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by American institutions . According to this 
code, both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance .
The design of the gown indicates the degree . The bachelor’s is a simple gown with a full sleeve . 
The master’s gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose . The doctoral 
gown is fuller and more elaborate . It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve . 
The color of this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree .
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees, although differing slightly in 
length . The candidates for the bachelor’s degrees usually do not wear the hood . The hood has a 
velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in 
the colors of the college or university granting the degree .
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the 
doctoral gown is as follows:
Apricot - Nursing Drab - Business Orange - Engineering
Blue, dark - Philosophy Green - Medicine Pink - Music
Blue, light - Education Green Sage - Physical Education Purple - Law
Brown - Fine Arts Lemon - Library Science Scarlet - Theology
Citron - Social Science Maize - Agriculture White - Arts and Letters
Copper - Economics Maroon - Family Yellow, Golden - Science
  and Consumer Sciences
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Service Organizations
CATS 
Graduates wearing purple and black cords are members of Connecting Alumni To Students (CATS), 
the official student chapter of the UNI Alumni Association. These dedicated students represent the 
UNI student body to alumni and friends. CATS create and promote the lasting connections between 
past, present and future Panthers.
Ethnic Student Promoters 
Graduates wearing purple and silver cords are members of Ethnic Student Promoters (ESP). ESP 
members are dedicated to creating, sustaining, and supporting diversity at UNI through the Office 
of Admissions. The promising students provide services to the University by assisting with the 
recruitment of new and diverse students, hosting events and visit days and creating an inclusive 
environment.
International Student Promoters (ISP) 
Graduates wearing lavender and purple cords are members of International Student Promoters 
(ISP). ISP members are committed to promoting UNI and international Education to prospective 
students around the world. They assist the Office of Admissions with a variety of recruitment and 
diversity efforts including communicating with interested international students and facilitating in 
their smooth transition to UNI.
National Residence Hall Honorary 
Graduates wearing royal blue and white cords are members of the National Residence Hall 
Honorary, an honorary organization recognizing the top one percent of leaders who live on 
campus. Members are inducted for showing continual service to the community, leadership within 
the residence halls, recognition of others in their endeavors, and outstanding scholarship during 
their tenure living on campus.
Northern Iowa Student Government 
Graduates wearing gold or purple stoles are members of the Northern Iowa Student Government 
(NISG). Since 1916, various governing bodies comprised of students have represented the student 
body as a whole. NISG, as the student governing body has been called since 1989, is committed to 
improving the administration of student affairs, encouraging the greatest level of communication 
and cooperation, ensuring the protection of student rights, and providing excellence in Education.
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Graduates wearing a white stole are members of Omicron Delta Kappa which is a junior-senior 
honorary organization which recognizes students who have demonstrated high levels of academic 
achievements, leadership in campus affairs, and community service.
Phi Eta Sigma 
Graduates wearing black and gold cords are members of Phi Eta Sigma which recognizes first-year 
students who have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale at the close of any 
full-time curricular period during their first year.
Social and Behavioral Representatives 
Graduates wearing lavender and white intertwined cords are members of Social and Behavioral 
Representatives (SABRs). Students selected to be part of SABRs promote the mission of the College of Social 
and Behavioral Sciences. They educate prospective students about the role social science can play in 
improving society and they volunteer their time by serving non-profit agencies in the local community.
Student Admissions Ambassadors 
Graduates wearing purple and gold intertwined cords are members of the Student Alumni Ambassadors 
(SAA). Since 1989, SAA has served the University in a variety of ways. From giving campus tours to 
prospective students, alumni and University guests, to serving as representatives of the student body at 
special events, SAA is recognized as one of the premier service organizations on campus.
Team TC/TK 
Graduates wearing purple and white cords are members of Team TC/TK, UNI’s mascot program. 
These dedicated students have volunteered countless hours to help make sure TC and TK make it 
to hundreds of scheduled appearances all year long. They are the students who stand beside, and 
behind the mascots, and are our cornerstones to Panther Pride. Watch closely as the graduates cross 
the stage. When you spot who is wearing panther paws instead of shoes, you finally know who the 
faces behind the fur have been!
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Students who are members of academic honorary 
organizations will be identified by the color of cord 
they are wearing as follows:
Organization Cord Color
Alpha Delta Mu ...........................Silver and Black
Alpha Delta Mu recognizes and honors scholarship 
and professional development in the knowledge and 
practice of Social Work.
Alpha Kappa Delta ......................................... Teal
Alpha Kappa Delta recognizes scholarship and 
professional development in the area of Sociology.
Alpha Psi Omega ........................... Blue and Gold
Alpha Psi Omega is an honorary fraternity for 
students who have distinguished themselves through 
their academic artistic work in the theater.
Beta Beta Beta  .............................. Red and Green
Beta Beta Beta recognizes scholastic achievement in 
Biology.
Beta Gamma Sigma ....................... Blue and Gold
Beta Gamma Sigma encourages and honors 
academic achievement and personal excellence in 
the study and practice of business.
Chi Sigma Iota ............................. Blue and White
Chi Sigma Iota is the international honor society 
for students, professional counselors and counselor 
educators established at Ohio University in 1985. 
Our mission is to promote scholarship, research, 
professionalism, leadership and excellence in 
Counseling, and to recognize high attainment in the 
pursuit of academic and clinical excellence in the 
profession of Counseling.
Gamma Theta Upsilon .. Light Blue, Light Brown 
and Gold
Gamma Theta Upsilon promotes professional interest 
and enhances academic training in Geography.
Kappa Delta Pi ......................... Green and Purple
Kappa Delta Pi promotes excellence in all areas 
of Education as well as personal and professional 
growth in teachers and future teachers.
Kappa Mu Epsilon .............. Rose Pink and Silver
Kappa Mu Epsilon recognizes scholarship and 
fellowship for students interested in Mathematics.
McNair Scholars Program .....Black and Gold Stole
Through a grant from the U.S. Department of 
Education, the McNair Program prepares eligible 
participants for doctoral studies through involvement 
in research and other scholarly activities.
Mu Kappa Tau  .....................Royal Blue and Gold
Mu Kappa Tau encourages and recognizes the 
scholarship, professional development, and 
personal integrity and excellence among students of 
Marketing.
Omicron Delta Epsilon ................. Gold and Blue
Omicron Delta Epsilon attempts to expose members 
to out-of-class Educational experiences in 
Economics.
Phi Alpha Theta .................... Red and Light Blue
Phi Alpha Theta encourages the study of History by 
providing recognition for papers and scholarly work.
Phi Upsilon Omicron .............. Yellow and White
Phi Upsilon Omicron recognizes and encourages 
academic excellence and leadership development in 
the area of family and consumer sciences.
Pi Kappa Lambda .......................Pink and Purple
Pi Kappa Lambda is dedicated to the furtherance 
of music in Education and Education in music 
and recognizes and encourages scholarship and 
musicianship.
Pi Sigma Alpha .................. Red, White and Black
To stimulate productive scholarship and intelligent 
interest in the subject of government among students 
at institutions of higher learning in which chapters 
are maintained.
Psi Chi ...................................Light Blue and Gold
Psi Chi encourages and honors undergraduate 
academic achievement and scholarship in 
psychology and psychological research.
Sigma Delta Pi ........................ Crimson and Gold
Sigma Delta Pi promotes the study of the Spanish 
language and Hispanic culture and literature.
Sigma Gamma Epsilon .....Silver, Gold and Royal 
Blue
Sigma Gamma Epsilon recognizes scholarship and 
professionalism in the area of Earth Science.
Sigma Pi Sigma .............................Blue and Silver
Sigma Delta Pi members must attain high standards 
of general scholarship and outstanding achievement 
in the area of Physics.
Sigma Tau Delta ....................Cardinal and Black
Sigma Tau Delta recognizes high achievement in 
studies of English language and literature and 
encourages creative and critical writing.
Academic Honorary Organizations
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